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SUMMARY
Devices that exploit the properties of quantum mechanics for their operation can
offer unique advantages over their classical counterparts. Interference of matter waves
can be used to dramatically increase the rotational sensitivity of gyroscopes. Complete
control of the quantum evolution of a system could produce a new powerful computational
device known as a quantum computer. Research into these technologies offers a deeper
understanding of quantum mechanics as well as exciting new insights into many other areas
of science. Currently, a limiting factor in many quantum devices using neutral atoms is
accurate motional control over the atoms. This thesis describes two recent advancements
in neutral atom motional control using both magnetic and electromagnetic confining fields.
Part I reports on the demonstration of the first storage ring for neutral atoms. This storage
ring may one day provide the basis for the world’s most sensitive gyroscope. Part II describes
the optical delivery of neutral atoms into the mode of a high-finesse cavity for applications




The world of quantum mechanics remained hidden from us until the beginning of the last
century. This was due, in part, to the fact that quantum effects become washed out as the
size of a system grows to the point where we can make observations on it. As our mea-
surement techniques have improved, we have been able to discover more and more about
the quantum world. We now have the ability to manipulate individual systems on a quan-
tum level, which has led to devices that exploit properties of quantum mechanics in their
operation. These quantum technologies promise amazing performance in ultra-sensitive
measurements with atom interferometers and the more revolutionary field of quantum com-
puting and quantum information. In this thesis, we present research into these two quantum
technologies, both of which rely on the motional manipulation of gaseous neutral atoms.
Part I reports on the demonstration of a neutral atom storage ring, a device which could one
day provide the world’s most sensitive gyroscope. Part II demonstrates delivery of atoms
into a cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED) system for use in quantum computing.
1.1 Storage Ring for Neutral Atoms
The name “storage ring” typically conjures up images of the kilometer-long particle ac-
celerators used in high energy physics. In the second half of the twentieth century, these
accelerators enabled us to collide particles at very high kinetic energies, revealing a complex
subatomic structure. The circular geometry plays an important role in the design and per-
formance of modern accelerators. Circular accelerators can generate higher kinetic energies
than their linear counterparts due to the repeated periodic acceleration in each orbit and
can store or recycle high energy particles with minimal losses. Today, the largest particle
accelerators, such as Fermilab’s Tevatron or CERN’s large hadron collider (LHC) project,
use a ring geometry to accelerate particles to kinetic energies of 1 TeV and a projected 7
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TeV respectively.
There have been proposals to employ a circular geometry to store particles at the oppo-
site end of the energy spectrum as well. In 1989, Thompson et al. suggested confining slow
spin polarized hydrogen in a storage ring to facilitate creating a Bose-Einstein condensate
[1]. Rings using magnetic and electric confining fields to store ultra-cold atoms [2] and polar
molecules [3] have also been proposed. Recently, Crompvoets et al. realized a prototype
storage ring for cold neutral molecules employing electrostatic fields [4]. The proposals
are motivated in part by the prospects of increasing the phase-space density in the ring to
achieve cold (possibly monochromatic) beam generation or to study controlled collisions.
Perhaps the most compelling motivation is the possibility of guided atom interferometry
inside the ring.
Atom interferometry began in 1991 when atoms were split on micro-fabricated transmis-
sion gratings and then recombined [5, 6]. Shortly thereafter, another atom interferometry
technique was developed that used momentum kicks from off-resonant Raman pulses to
split and recombine individual atomic wavepackets [7, 8]. Currently, these free-space inter-
ferometers offer the world’s most sensitive measurement of short term rotations and should
soon surpass inertial and gravitational sensors [9]. Guided atom interferometers, which use
electric, magnetic, and electromagnetic forces to guide and interfere matter waves, promise
even greater measurement sensitivities. The possibility of realizing a guided atom inter-
ferometer relies on advances made over the last 15 years in laser cooling and trapping of
gaseous atoms to the micro-Kelvin regime. Only at these low temperatures, can the rela-
tively weak electric and magnetic fields available in the laboratory provide the necessary
confinement for guiding atoms.
An attractive application of guided atom interferometry is the possibility of creating a
matter-wave Sagnac interferometer. Just as light waves interfere, so do quantum matter
waves, which are characterized by their de Broglie wavelength of λdB = h/(mv), where
h is Plank’s constant, m is the mass of the particle, and v is its velocity. In a Sagnac
interferometer, these waves propagate in both directions around a closed topology, such as
a ring. The rotation in the plane containing the ring will cause an effective length difference
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in the two paths, which produces a relative phase shift. Optical versions of these devices
are in widespread use today in navigation and provide the backbone of the inertial guidance
systems used in commercial and military aircraft. Atom based devices offer > 1011 times
greater phase sensitivity than comparable optical devices, deriving from the fact that the
Sagnac rotational phase is proportional to the relativistic energy of the particle, which
is much larger for massive particles (mc2) than for photons (h̄ω). This enhancement in
sensitivity is what motivates much of the current research in guided atom interferometry.
The demonstration of a storage ring is an important first step in the realization of many
guided atom applications, including a Sagnac interferometer. Part I of this thesis describes
the first storage ring for neutral atoms.
1.2 Quantum Computing
We now find ourselves in the information age, where the industrial machines of yesterday
are being enhanced and sometimes replaced by smaller, smarter devices. Computers and
information processing have changed the way we live, the way we work, and the way we
learn. The pace of development is rapid, following the well-known empirical phenomenon
“Moore’s Law” [10], whereby the power of computers, characterized by the number of
integrated units on a semi-conductor chip, roughly doubles every 18 months. This predicts
an exponential increase in the density of components on a single chip so that in a few years,
each component will consist of only a few atoms. Clearly quantum effects will prevent these
“classical” logic machines from operating effectively when made so small. However, where
quantum mechanics closes one door, it opens another; in this case in the form of quantum
information processing and quantum computing.
Quantum computers rely on coherent information encoding and an intrinsic massive
parallelism provided by coherent evolution of purely quantum systems. The roots of this
field are in important work by Feynman [11] and Deutsch [12] as well as others, but the
landmark event occurred in 1994, when Shor presented his quantum algorithm [13] for taking
discrete logarithms, a corollary of which provides for an exponential increase in speed of
number factorization. Since most of today’s encryption relies on the presumed mathematical
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difficulty of factoring large numbers, the successful demonstration of a quantum computer
would have a huge impact on data encryption and national security.
Another quantum algorithm, developed by Grover [14], allows for searching in an un-
ordered database in a time of only O(
√
N) instead of O(N), where N is the size of the
data set. This can be used to speed up the processing of many tasks that require a large
amount of conventional computing resources, such as the traveling salesman problem and
the telephone book lookup problem. This technique can also be used to break other, non-
factorization based, encryption much more efficiently than classical computation.
The operation of a quantum computer relies on the successful realization of several
important criteria. We need a well-characterized two level quantum system, or “qubit”, to
store quantum information. Controlled interactions should manipulate the individual states
of these qubits as well as the quantum states of multiple qubit arrays, while unintentional
interactions, such as coupling to the environment must be avoided. The latter interactions
are collectively known as ”decoherence” and present a fundamental difficulty in performing
quantum computations. A quantum computer should be initializable, in the sense that we
can prepare the input state of all qubits before a calculation is performed. The system
must be scalable so as to accommodate a dynamic number of qubits depending on the
application. Finally, a quantum computer must be able to read out its states with quantum
measurements.
In addition to Shor’s algorithm, perhaps an equally important development in 1994 was
a paper by I. Cirac and P. Zoller [15] that proposed an experimentally viable implementation
of a quantum computer with trapped ions. Experimentally, quantum computers are still in
their infancy, but there are groups pursuing its advancement in many areas of physics, in-
cluding neutral atoms, trapped ions, quantum dots, super-conducting quantum interference
devices, and bulk nuclear magnetic resonance [16]. We are particularly interested in the
approaches based on neutral atom-cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED). The hyperfine
ground states of neutral atoms provide excellent candidates for qubits because they are
long lived and interact weekly with the environment. The cavity can couple the quantum
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states of neutral atoms to single photons, which offer excellent transport of coherent quan-
tum information. A key step in this quantum computing scheme relies on the successful
positioning of neutral atoms inside the mode of a high-finesse optical cavity.
Part II of this thesis reports on successful deterministic delivery of neutral atoms into
a cavity QED system using optical trapping fields. We present results from measurements
in the cavity, as well as a detailed study of the atomic positioning laser system. This
achievement lays the groundwork for a scalable quantum information processing system
based on neutral atoms and cavities.
1.3 Organization of This Thesis
The thesis is roughly divided into two parts. The first part describes results from the
first demonstration of a neutral atom storage ring. The second part describes a neutral
atom cavity QED experiment, which focuses on preparing neutral atoms for applications in
quantum computing and manipulating the position of neutral atoms while inside a high-
finesse optical cavity. A common theme in all of this work is controlling and manipulating
the positional degrees of freedom of ultracold neutral atoms.
In Ch. 2, I describe the theoretical framework behind the storage ring. Atom inter-
ferometry and its applications in guided optics are first discussed. Mechanisms for guided
atom optics are presented in the next section on magnetic guiding and trapping. I then
describe laser cooling, which is common to both experiments in this thesis. The section
concludes with a description of the concept of the storage ring.
Ch. 3 begins with a description of the storage ring construction, the vacuum chamber,
and the imaging system. This is followed by experimental results from the first generation
Ring. In the next section I describe the second generation ring and its experimental re-
sults. Then I summarize the storage ring experiment, and consider future applications and
improvements to the system.
Ch. 4 introduces the concepts of the cavity QED system. This begins with an introduc-
tion motivating research in neutral atom quantum computing. Next I give an overview of
our approach, stating the challenges we face, and describe other work in the field. Finally, I
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describe the relevant theoretical background for the atom-cavity QED experiments, dipole
force traps, and atomic positioning.
Ch. 5 reports on the cavity QED experiment. First, the experimental apparatus is
described. This includes the design and construction of the cavity. Next I present data
from atoms optically guided through the cavity field. Finally, deterministic delivery of a
group and single atoms into the cavity mode is demonstrated.
An in-depth discussion of the optical positioning system is given in Ch. 6. I begin
by giving a detailed description of the known loss mechanisms for optical dipole traps.
Then, each laser system is described and data is presented to characterize the system’s
performance. I conclude the chapter and the thesis with a summary of the cavity QED
experiment and offer future recommendations.
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CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND FOR THE STORAGE
RING
In this chapter, we will discuss the theoretical framework and operation of the storage ring.
Three aspects of atomic physics that play a key role in the development of the storage ring
are presented. First, we give an overview of atom interferometry in section 2.1. Then we
present properties of magnetic guiding in section 2.2. Next, a section on laser cooling (2.3)
prepares us for applications in the ring experiment, as well as the cavity QED experiment.
Finally, we describe the concept of the ring in section 2.4.
2.1 Atom Interferometry
Optical interferometers are well known for their ultra-high sensitivity and are used for pre-
cision measurements in many areas of research. This sensitivity allowed Michelson and
Morley in 1887 to demonstrate the lack of “ether” as a propagation medium for electro-
magnetic waves with a light interferometer [17]. In 1924, de Broglie proposed that matter
should exhibit wave-like behavior as well. Shortly thereafter, interference of matter was
observed in electrons [18], and neutrons [19]. The field of atom interferometry began in
1991 when atoms were split on micro-fabricated transmission gratings and then recombined
[5, 6]. Only months later, another atom interferometry technique was developed that used
momentum kicks from off-resonant Raman pulses to split and recombine individual atomic
wavepackets [7, 8]. Currently, these free-space interferometers offer the world’s most sensi-
tive measurement of short term rotations and should soon surpass inertial and gravitational
sensors [9].
Perhaps the best demonstration of the advantage in using atom interferometry over light
is given by the Sagnac effect as shown in Fig. 1. A Sagnac interferometer allows light or





Figure 1: An optical Sagnac interferometer. Light propagates in both directions around a
closed loop.
plane containing the loop will cause an effective length difference in the two paths, which
produces a phase shift given by [20]:
∆Φ = A · ω E
h̄c2
(1)
Where A is the vector area element enclosed by the loop, ω is the rotation vector, and
E is the relativistic energy, which is 1011 times greater for an atom (mc2) than a optical
photon (h̄ω)! While all 11 orders of magnitude probably cannot be experimentally realized
because of differences in particle flux and enclosed area, it is this tremendous sensitivity
enhancement that motivates much of the research in atom interferometry today. The Sagnac
phase shift has been measured in free space interferometers using Raman pulses [8, 9] and
atomic gratings [21] and has been used to demonstrate a short-term rotation-rate sensitivity
of 6 · 10−10 rad/s [22].
Guided atom interferometers, which use magnetic fields to confine the trajectories of
neutral atoms have also been proposed [23, 24, 25, 26]. These offer several advantages over




Figure 2: A guided atom interferometer with a Sagnac geometry. Since both atomic am-
plitudes travel the same path, much of the common-mode noise is rejected.
is their small enclosed area. The relatively small momentum kick imparted by the Raman
pulse makes the splitting angle between quantum motional states of the atom very shallow.
In order to enclose the largest area possible, these interferometers are several meters long
and are limited by gravitational sag in the beam. Guided atom interferometers, on the
other hand, can have wide splitting angles and can be made to enclose a greater area
over much shorter distances. Furthermore, guided interferometers readily lend themselves
to the Sagnac geometry (see Fig. 2), which allows both components of the matter wave
to propagate along the same path in opposite directions. This eliminates many common-
mode phase shifts caused by differences in the potentials along each path. The free-space
interferometers typically are of the Mach-Zender type, which has separate arms for each
path and is thus sensitive to these phase shifts.
The atom analog of single mode propagation of a laser beam in an optical fiber is atomic
propagation along a single transverse energy level in the guide. One way to accomplish this
would be to inject a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) into the guide and prevent excitation
to higher transverse energy states. However, recent theoretical proposals have shown that it
is also possible to build interferometers that operate in a multi-mode fashion with thermal
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atoms, by adjusting experimental parameters so that constructive interference from each
guided mode overlaps at the detection point [26].
Atom interferometers do indeed offer tremendous potential, both as exquisitely sensitive
measurement devices, and as an experimental basis for investigating properties of the guided
atoms themselves. In order to see how such an interferometer could be realized however,
we must first understand how neutral atoms can be confined and manipulated by magnetic
fields. This is the subject of the next section.
2.2 Magnetic Guiding
Confinement of neutral atoms requires interaction with a spatially dependent force (we refer
to a trap when atoms are confined in three dimensions and a guide when they are confined
in only two). Neutral atoms are not susceptible to the the strong Coulomb force used to
trap ions and charged molecules because they do not posses a net charge. Instead, we
must use other weaker forces for positioning, such as the interaction between the atom’s
magnetic dipole and externally applied magnetic fields. This section explores the history and
theoretical background of magnetic trapping and guiding and studies those field geometries
used for experiments.
The first observation of magnetic trapping in neutral atoms was made by Migdall et
al [27] in 1985 with laser-cooled sodium, although magnetic confinement of neutrons had
already been demonstrated previously that year [28]. Shortly thereafter, the number and
density of trapped atoms rapidly increased [29], and these traps were extended to include
cryogenically cooled atomic hydrogen [30, 31]. In 1995, magnetic traps were used to create
an atomic Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) [32, 33] which, with the exception of an all-
optical technique [34], remains the only method for making BECs.
Two dimensional magnetic guides have also been developed. The first of these guides
was demonstrated by Schmiedmayer in 1995 by guiding atoms from an atomic beam along
a 1 m long section of wire [35]. Ultra-cold atoms were first guided by Denschlag et al. in
1999 along a single current carrying wire [36]. The atoms orbited in a Kepler like potential
around the wire or were confined beside the wire when an external bias field was applied.
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Two-wire guides with an external bias field have also been demonstrated [37, 38]. In these
guides, the wires are etched onto the surface of a glass substrate or semiconductor chip.
An external bias field moves the potential minimum above the surface. Four wire magnetic
guides have been loaded directly by producing an atomic trap on the guide axis [39, 40].
The versatility of these guides have allowed demonstration of atomic beamsplitters [41, 42]
and atom conveyors [43].
Both magnetic traps and guides rely on the interaction of the atom’s magnetic dipole
µm with a non-uniform magnetic field B(r), for which the interaction energy is:
E = −µm ·B(r) = −µf |B(r)| (2)
Where µf is the projection of the magnetic dipole µm onto the field direction. This projec-
tion remains constant as the magnetic dipole precesses about the field vector if the magnetic
field and thus the precession frequency is large enough. Quantum mechanically, this energy
is given by:
E = µb g mf |B| (3)
Where µb is the Bohr magneton, g is the Lande g-factor, mf is the z component of the
angular momentum F, and B is the magnitude of the magnetic field. The precession of the
magnetic dipole corresponds to a constant value of mf . The force on the dipole is given by
the negative gradient of this potential:
F = −µb g mf ∇|B(r)| (4)
Although Maxwell’s equations forbid the creation of a maximum in the magnitude of the
magnetic field for current free regions of space, it is possible to create a field minimum, which
allows the trapping of weak-field seeking states, or those states with gmf > 0 (classically
this corresponds to dipoles that are anti-aligned with the magnetic field). These traps are







Figure 3: A plot of the two types of magnetic traps and guides. On the left, the field
goes to zero at the minimum of the trap, on the right it does not. The minimum on the
left is associated with a change in sign of the magnetic field. For clarity, we show only the
z-component of the magnetic field.
the trap minimum B0: Traps with B0 = 0 can be constructed from very simple current
geometries, such as a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils or two parallel wires. The minimum
comes from a reversal in the direction of the magnetic field, causing a non-differentiable
potential as seen in Fig. 3. In the vicinity of this point, where the field magnitude is very
small, the precession frequency ωl becomes slower than the rate of change of the direction








In this case, the dipole can no longer follow the field adiabatically and a spin flip or “Ma-
jorana flop” can occur [44]. Non-adiabatic spin flips are suppressed in the second type of
trap where B0 > 0. However, these traps confine much less tightly because of their smooth
potential near the minimum.
It is possible to create guiding potentials for neutral atoms using current carrying wires
or combinations of wires and externally applied magnetic fields. Fig. 4 shows four typical
guide potentials and their corresponding trap depths. The top left guide, used for the
neutral atom storage ring, consists of two parallel wires separated a distance d, carrying
current I in the same direction. The magnetic field from this configuration is given by
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Taking the magnitude of this field and multiplying with µb g mf gives the guiding potential.
Near the trap center, where x/d, y/d << 1 we can approximate this potential by:










We see that the field goes to zero at the origin where the potential is cone shaped. The
trap depth of this guide can be easily calculated by finding the maximum in the potential
along the y-axis:




The characteristics of other guides can be obtained in the same fashion.
The scaling for these types of traps is particularly simple. For a system of characteristic
size d, the field magnitude, which is proportional to the trap depth, typically scales as 1/d,
as we observe from the example given above. The field gradient, proportional to F, typically
scales as 1/d2, and the field curvature typically scales as 1/d3. We immediately see that
these scaling laws favor smaller geometries and recent work in magnetic microtraps [45, 43],
including the production of a BEC on a microtrap [46], has reinforced this concept. An
excellent introduction to microtrap theory, design, and production is given in [47].
2.3 Laser Cooling
Much of the success of neutral atom traps has relied on the tremendous advances in the
field of laser cooling made over the last 15 years. The reason for this is that trapping
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Figure 4: The magnetic field magnitude (which is proportional to the trapping potential)
is shown for four different types of guides. Both guides on top are self contained, without
externally applied bias fields. The bottom guides have an externally applied bias field,
which allows them to be used as surface guides. The trap depth of each guide is given
relative to the two wire guide, where each has the same characteristic spacing a, which is
the distance from the guide center to a wire. Circles indicate the positions of wires, while
and “X” or a “o” indicated direction of the current.
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energies for neutral atoms are small compared to their average kinetic energy at room
temperature. Typical laboratory conditions can only produce trap depths on the order of
1 mK and some, like the optical dipole traps presented later in this thesis, only have a trap
depth of a few µK. It is the powerful mechanism of laser cooling that enables us to trap,
guide, and manipulate neutral atoms. In this section, we will discuss the history, theoretical
background and practical applications of laser cooling.
2.3.1 MOT
Perhaps the most important tool in laser cooling is the magneto-optical trap (MOT). The
combination of simple construction and robust operation make the MOT a workhorse for
almost all experiments involving laser cooling and trapping. Since its first demonstration
with sodium atoms in 1987 [29], the MOT has trapped and cooled all of the stable isotopes
of alkali atoms and some noble gases as well. Atoms in a MOT are cooled to < 1 mK,
six orders of magnitude below the room temperature vapor used for loading. Below, we
will introduce the MOT’s theory of operation and limits on temperature, density, and atom
number attainable in a MOT.
We begin with an atom having a simple transition scheme Jg = 0 → Je = 1, with
three Zeeman components (m = −1, 0, 1) in the excited state. If we illuminate this atom
with two counterpropagating laser beams of opposite circular polarization tuned slightly
below the atom’s resonant transition, we will produce a viscous damping force on the atom,
known as optical molasses [48, 49]. This cooling force arises from the fact that the atom
will preferentially scatter photons from the beam it is moving towards. Its motion doppler
shifts the frequency of this beam closer to resonance so that the scattering rate is increased.
If we add an inhomogeneous magnetic field, such as that from a spherical quadrupole
configuration, the resonance frequencies of each of the three Zeeman sublevels will tune
with the atom’s position in the field. A schematic in Fig. 5 shows how each of these energy
levels are shifted. If we assume, without loss of generality, that the atom is on the right
side of the field zero, the magnetic field will shift the σ− beam closer to resonance than the












Figure 5: Magnetic level shifts and corresponding detuning for an atom in the MOT. The
position of the atom is designated with a filled circle. Because the atom lies to the right of
the field zero, the energy of the m = −1 level is shifted closer to resonance than the m = 1
level. This causes the atom to scatter more light from the σ− polarized beam and be forced
back to the left.
the center of the trap. The inhomogeneous magnetic field provides the spatially varying
potential necessary to confine the cooled atoms.
The total force on the atoms is given by the rate at which momentum is transferred to
the atom from each beam. For weak fields, this is simply the product of the momentum





1 + s0 + (2δ±/γ)2
(9)
Here γ is the linewidth of the atomic transition, δ± is the difference in frequency between
the laser and m = 1 and m = −1 transitions, and s0 is the saturation parameter defined
as the ratio of the laser’s intensity at the location of the atom to the atom’s saturation
intensity I/Isat. The detuning is given by the contributions from the velocity dependent
doppler shift, used to cool the atoms, and the spatially dependent Zeeman shift, which traps
the atoms:
δ± = δ ∓ k · v ± βz (10)
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Where δ is the detuning of the laser beam to the unperturbed atomic resonance, and
βz = µmB′z/h̄ is the energy shift from the interaction of the atom’s dipole and the magnetic
field as seen in section 2.2. For δ± ∼ δ, equations 9 and 10 lead to an approximate force on
the atom of:
F (v, z) ≈ (h̄k)(k · v + βz) 4s0(2δ/γ)
1 + s0 + (2δ/γ)2
= −av − bz (11)
Where a and b are defined as the damping and spring constants respectively. For negative
detunings (δ < 0), this leads to the motion of a damped harmonic oscillator.
Experimentally, this scheme can be implemented in three dimensions by intersecting
laser beams of the correct polarization from three linearly independent directions. This
polarization is determined by the orientation of the magnetic coils. In the case of a spherical
quadrupole field from two anti-Helmholtz coils, the circular polarizations of those beams on
the axis of the coil should be opposite the other two. For those experiments presented in
this thesis, we use 87Rb, whose level structure is shown in Fig. 6. Here we can see the three
typical energy scales associated with all alkalis. The fine splitting, ∆f , is much larger than
the ground state hyperfine splitting, ∆hf , which in turn is much larger than the excited
state hyperfine splitting, ∆′hf .
In our system, light tuned ∼15 MHz below the 5S1/2−5P3/2 F = 2 to F ′ = 3 transition
provides cooling while anti-Helmholtz coils generate a magnetic field gradient of 6 G/cm.
Atoms excited to the F ′ = 3 can only decay to the F = 2 state because of selection rules.
However, the small excited state hyperfine splitting gives rise to an off-resonant excitation
of the F ′ = 2 state, which can decay to the F = 1 ground state. The large ground state
hyperfine splitting prevents these atoms from being excited by the cooling light once they
fall into the lower ground state. Therefore, an additional “repump” beam resonant with
the F = 1 to F ′ = 2 excites these atoms to the excited state, so that they may decay back
into the cooling cycle.
The random nature of photon scattering in a MOT leads to heating through momentum

























Figure 6: Level structure for 87Rb as it is relevant for this thesis. The transitions coupled
by the cooling (MOT) and repump light are shown. All frequencies are given in GHz.
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the viscous force so that there is a finite temperature at which the atoms settle. This limit
arises from the fact that as an atom slows down, the change in the laser frequency seen
by the atom due to the doppler shift becomes comparable to its transition linewidth. At
this point, the atoms directional preference to absorb photons diminishes and the cooling
process stops. This is known as the doppler limit is Td ∼ h̄γ/(2kb) [51] and corresponds to
141 µK for 87Rb.
The number of atoms trapped in the MOT depends largely on the atomic source. For
a vapor cell, the scaling laws with the size, intensity, and detuning of the beams have been
derived in [52] and [53]. Generally, the larger the intensity and size of the beams, the more
atoms will be trapped. However, experimental constraints usually limit both these factors.
Given a constant power, it is generally better to make large beams, as the number scales
with the fourth power of the diameter of the beam [52].
Wieman et al have shown that the density in a MOT is limited by reabsorption of
scattered radiation [54] and state changing collisions [55] to ∼ 1011/cm3. Reduction in the
repump intensity in the final stages of trapping can be used to increase this density [56, 57].
This will be described in more detail when discussing the loading of optical dipole traps in
chapter 4.
2.3.2 Sub-Doppler Cooling
Soon after the first demonstration of the MOT, it was experimentally shown that atoms
could be cooled to well below the doppler limit [58]. This limit was based on the model of
a two level atom, which is insufficient to explain the observed sub-doppler cooling. Real
atoms have a more complex level structure, which, in the presence of polarization gradients,
can be exploited to cool much more efficiently than with doppler based techniques. Here, we
discuss one polarization configuration, known as σ+-σ− (read: sigma plus, sigma minus),
that is used to cool atoms below the doppler limit in the experiments presented in this
thesis.
As the name suggests, σ+-σ− cooling is done with two counterpropagating beams of
opposite circular polarization (just as those used in the MOT). The resulting electric field
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 + c.c. (12)
We see that this field is everywhere linearly polarized, but the polarization vector rotates
along the z-axis. The σ+-σ− cooling derives from the fact that as the atom moves along this
axis, the rapidly rotating polarization vector selectively populates the ground state magnetic
sublevels. The shift in population causes the atom to preferentially absorb light from the
direction in which it is travelling, therefore slowing its motion. Although this mechanism
seems similar to Doppler cooling, it is entirely different. Here, the preferential absorption
derives from the motion in the polarization gradient, which is much more sensitive to velocity
than that caused by the doppler shift. It has been shown that this cooling leads to a final
temperature of ∼ 10Tr or a few µK, where Tr is the recoil energy. Since the atom must
posses multiple ground state sublevels, σ+-σ− cooling is only possible with atoms having
Jg = 1 or higher.
Sub-doppler cooling is a key step in transferring atoms from the MOT to the ring.
It is easily implemented in a MOT, where the σ+-σ− configuration is already in place.
We perform sub-doppler cooling after the MOT is loaded by simultaneously lowering the
detuning and intensity of the cooling beams, and reducing the magnetic field gradient.
2.4 Storage Ring Concept
The basic concept of our storage ring design is simple. Two concentric loops of wire carry
current in the same direction. This corresponds to the linear potential of a two-wire guide
wrapped into a circular geometry (the trapping potential for a two-wire guide was given
previously in 2.2). Atoms are coupled into this guide via a second two-wire guide that
straddles a MOT above the ring (see Fig. 7). Sub-doppler cooling allows the modest
potentials created by current in these wires to confine and guide the atoms. There are
two rings described in this thesis. The first generation ring uses a steady state transfer





Figure 7: The basic concept of our storage ring design.




This chapter is based on the experiment described in:
J.A. Sauer, M.D. Barrett, M.S. Chapman. “Storage Ring for Neutral Atoms.” Physical
Review Letters, 87(27):270401,2001
3.1 Introduction
The storage ring requires several experimental systems for its implementation. We must
produce a laser system capable of addressing the transitions in 87Rb for making a MOT. The
ring itself needs to be designed and constructed. We have to devise a detection system for
monitoring and extracting data from the atoms while orbiting in the ring. Finally, we have
to operate the ring inside a vacuum chamber to prevent background gas from interfering
with the cooling and guiding of the atoms.
The details of the experimental apparatuses and results of the neutral-atom storage ring
are presented in this chapter. Section 3.2 describes the technical details of the experiment,
including the MOT laser system, the design and construction of the ring, the vacuum
chamber, and imaging techniques. In section 3.3 we show data collected from the first
generation ring, and the limitations of this design. Finally, section 3.4 describes the second
generation ring and its success.
3.2 Technical Details of Ring Experiment
3.2.1 MOT Laser System
Rubidium is an experimentally attractive atom for laser cooling experiments because its
strong optical transitions are easily accessible by inexpensive semiconductor diode lasers.
Their combination of small size, robust operation, low cost, and high power output makes
them ideal for use in any laboratory where Rb is trapped and cooled. In this section we
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describe the diode laser system used to produce our MOT. There are three diode lasers in
the MOT system: an extended cavity stabilized “master” laser, an injection locked “slave”
laser, and a free-running “repump” laser. This system is a simplification of the setup
described in [59] and based on the design in [60, 61].
There are several laser requirements necessary to successfully produce a MOT. The
frequency of the laser has to be stabilized to the correct atomic transition. Furthermore,
the linewidth of the laser must be much narrower than the excited state hyperfine splitting
so that only preferred transitions are excited. The laser must also be able to produce enough
power so that the intensity is three to five times larger than the saturation intensity of the
atom.
Below we describe a system which meets the above requirements. In section 3.2.1.1, we
detail the frequency and temperature stabilization of the diode lasers. This is followed by a
description of the master-slave injection locking and frequency tunability in section 3.2.1.2.
Finally, section 3.2.1.3 describes the free-running repump laser. This laser system is used
both in the storage ring experiment and the cavity QED experiment.
3.2.1.1 Stabilization
A diode lasers’ output frequency is very sensitive to changes in operating current and
temperature. For stable operation, these parameters must be held constant to within ∼ 1
mK and ∼ 1 µA respectively. Our laser diodes (now Sharp GH0781JA2C) are temperature
stabilized to ∼ 1mK with a single stage thermo-electric cooler (TEC) and temperature
control circuit described in [62]. A plexiglass housing encloses the laser to provide passive
temperature stability against air currents. Two of the lasers are free-running, meaning that
they do not have an external feedback cavity, and must therefore be cooled to a temperature
which is below the dew point in the laboratory to achieve the desired wavelength. To prevent
condensation, a desiccant is placed in the plexiglass housings of these lasers. An in-house
current controller, based on the design in [63], provides current for these lasers 1. The
modulation input on this controller allows frequency control of the laser at a rate of ∼ 300
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kHz and the RF input allows application of sidebands at < 10MHz.
A diffraction grating with 1800 lines/mm forms an extended cavity for the master diode
laser [60, 61]. The angle of this grating is coarsely set with a mirror mount and the z-position
of the laser’s collimation lens is adjusted to minimize the threshold current in this extended
cavity configuration. Fine adjustment of the length of the extended cavity is accomplished
with a piezo-electric transducer (PZT) (Thorlabs model AE0203D04) that is driven by a
high voltage controller (Thorlabs model MDT691 Piezo Driver).
Long term stability of the master laser is achieved by actively locking the frequency
to the saturated absorption (SA) spectrum [60, 64] of 87Rb using two different frequency
modulation (FM) [65, p.1031] techniques. The first technique, desribed in detail in [59],
applies an RF sideband to the master laser directly and was used for the majority of
the experiments in this thesis. Here we describe only the details of the second technique,
implemented just recently. As shown in Fig. 11, 1 mW of light from the master laser is split
into a pump and probe beam. The pump beam is passed through a tuneable acousto-optic
modulator (AOM), which shifts and modulates the frequency of the light by:
∆ω = ωrf + ωs sin (ωmt) (13)
Here, ωrf is the center frequency of the AOM (110 MHz), ωs is the amplitude of modulation
(8 MHz produces the largest locking signal), and ωm is the frequency of modulation. We
select ωm to be ∼ 500 kHz, so that the slope of the locking signal is maximized. The
unmodulated probe beam then counter-propagates with the pump through a Rb vapor cell
and is detected by a Thorlabs PDA55 optical detector. The signal from the PDA55 is
demodulated in a mixer at ωm, and filtered at 30 kHz with a low pass 6 dB/Oct filter.
The peaks will appear at 110/2 MHz above the probe frequency because only the pump is
shifted by the AOM (see Fig. 9). The FM signal obtained in this fashion is larger and offers
a more robust lock than the first method because the probe laser does not have residual
1We have made two modifications to this design to allow for more stable operation and higher current
output. A 47Ω resistor is placed in parallel with the 100µH inductor just below the VP0106 to prevent
oscillations at high output current, while a second 50Ω Vishay resistor added in parallel to the first increases


















Figure 8: A simplified schematic of the second saturated absorption FM technique. The
blue represents the pump beam, while the red is the probe. Note the tilt of the Rb cell,
which prevents internal reflections from interfering with the absorption spectrum.
amplitude modulation that changes the shape of the signal. Furthermore, the modulation
is not applied to the master laser, eliminating the RF sidebands generated by the first
technique.
Both saturated absorption techniques produce an error signal that is proportional to
the frequency difference between the laser and the desired lock point for small frequency
excursions. We feedback on this error signal using a proportional-integral (PI) controller.
The P component is fed into the master’s current modulation input, while the I component
is fed to the PZT driver. The low bandwidth, but great dynamic range, of the PZT control
responds best to the integrated signal, while the higher bandwidth, but smaller tuning
range, of the current modulation is more appropriate for the proportional signal. Together,
these two feedback signals can lock the master laser to any transition in the SA spectrum
for > 12 hours.
3.2.1.2 Injection Locking
To achieve frequency tunability and higher power output, light from the master laser is
double-passed through a tuneable AOM and used to injection lock ([64, p.1129-1170]) a


















Figure 9: A schematic of the old and new SA signals. The two top signals are typical of
the standard SA setup. The new SA signals shown on the bottom are shifted by half the
center frequency of the AOM. With the second technique, the modulation frequency can be





Figure 10: A double-passed AOM. Apertures block the 0-order beam outside the lenses. It
is critical that the AOM be located exactly at the focus of the lens.
master and this power is unaffected by the efficiency curve of the tuning AOM. Double-
passing minimizes deflection of the diffracted beam when correctly aligned (see Fig. 10).
This AOM can be tuned over 60 MHz which, when double-passed, leads to a frequency
tunability of 10 MHz above the 5S1/2 F = 2 to 5P3/2 F ′ = 3 transition in 87Rb to 110
MHz below it in the final experiment. Care must be taken when aligning the double-pass
setup to avoid beam-steering effects while tuning the AOM. Beam steering in an injection
lock setup will change the mode matching properties and prevent the slave from properly
following the master laser.
The most critical aspect of this alignment is the placement of the two telescope lenses
on either side of the AOM. These lenses are best aligned initially without the AOM. Then
one places the AOM near the focus of the lenses and dithers the frequency over the tunable
range with an appropriate AOM RF driver. The position of the AOM is correct when
the pointing of the double-passed beam does not fluctuate as the frequency is dithered.
This process does not eliminate the intensity modulation of the double-passed light due to
the efficiency curve of the AOM crystal. To avoid injection problems while scanning the
frequency, it is best to adjust the angle and power in the AOM such that the intensity of
the double-passed light is equal at both extremes of the tuning range.
The slave laser’s temperature can be tuned such that it outputs 120 mW while follow-

































Figure 11: A simplified schematic of the MOT laser system. F-Single mode polarization
maintaining fiber, AP-Anamorphic Prism, OI-Optical Isolator, AO- Acousto-optic modu-
lator, D-Thorlabs PDA55 optical detector, Rb- Rubidium vapor cell, λ/2- Half waveplate,
λ/4- Quarter waveplate. RED: master, BLUE: slave, YELLOW: repump. Every lens in
this schematic has a focal length of 150 mm unless otherwise noted .
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AOM used to control the intensity of the MOT light. We then couple 18 mW into each
of three single-mode polarization maintaining (SMPM) optical fibers, which represents a
mode-coupling efficiency of 75%. It is very important that the polarization of the input
light exactly match the polarization axis of the fiber. Otherwise, the MOT will fluctuate
on a timescale of seconds to minutes, adversely affecting experimental results. This is ac-
complished by placing half-waveplates in front of each fiber to align the light’s polarization
with the fiber axis. To align the waveplates, we place a Glan-Thompson prism at the fiber’s
output and adjust it for minimum transmission. Then we monitor the fluctuations in this
transmission as we bend, squeeze, and roll the fiber between our fingers. The half-waveplate
is correctly adjusted when the fluctuations are minimized. If the polarization is very far
off, it might require an iterative adjustment of the Glan-Thompson to attain the minimum
transmission. This highly effective process, also used in [66] prevents the polarization from
slowly changing as the fibers are stressed and relaxed.
3.2.1.3 Repump Laser
The third laser is a free running diode laser locked to the F = 1 to F ′ = 2 transition.
Without an external cavity, this laser’s linewidth is much larger than the linewidth of the
master or slave laser (20 MHz vs. ∼1 MHz), but this does not affect the performance of
the MOT. The repump laser is tuned using temperature and current, and locked using a
saturated absorption FM technique with PI control on the current modulation. Our repump
at Georgia Tech has been “on transition” for over 4 years, surviving multiple power outages
and a 10 foot translation of the optics table across the room. Furthermore, the free running
repump is tuneable over all transitions in the D2 line of 87Rb and 85Rb and is not susceptible
to even the strongest vibrations on the table due to its lack of external cavity.
3.2.2 Vacuum Chamber
We initially considered several different vacuum chamber designs, including a glass chamber
which incorporated a large, external, water-cooled ring coil. In that chamber, we envisioned
creating the MOT between the ring wires which would easily allow transfer of atoms into the
storage ring. However, we halted progress on this design after it was accidentally destroyed
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during the construction process. In the end, we decided on a more conventional multi-port
chamber and a miniature wire guide.
We designed a chamber with large 4” diameter windows for flexible imaging of the
atoms while in the ring. The aluminum substrate, on which the ring was constructed, was
supported by 2 small feet at its base. We ran the current carrying wires through a UHV
electrical feed-through to our electronic current controls on the outside of the chamber. The
Rb source was located in a flexible bellows which connected via an elbow flange to the main
chamber. When open, an an in-line vacuum valve provided direct line of sight from the
top of the elbow to the location of the MOT (see Fig. 12) . Slight warming of the bellows
and elbow decreased the loading time in the MOT and allowed us to iterate the experiment
every 2-3 seconds.
We used 12 turns of 0.25” refrigerator tubing, wrapped in kapton insulation tape in an
anti-Helmholz configuration to produce the field gradient necessary for the MOT. Water
runs through these coils to remove heat generated by Ohmic losses. The diameter of each
coil was 150 mm and they were separated by 160 mm. A large 15 kW power supply provided
the current for the coils, while an integrated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) allowed us to
switch the current off in <10µs. At a nominal current of 50 A produces a field gradient of
∼ 6 G/cm.
3.2.3 Construction of Storage Ring
We now turn our attention to the design and construction of the ring itself. A theoretical
discussion of magnetic guides has previously been given in section 2.2. In particular, we
derived the potential for a self-contained two-wire guide and saw that for two parallel
current carrying wires, there is a minimum in the guiding potential located halfway between
both wires. We chose this configuration for our storage ring because of its simplicity and
adaptability to a planar geometry. For the first attempt at the storage ring, we designed
a geometry that could be loaded in a steady-state configuration with constant currents in
the support wires. A schematic and picture of this first construction is shown in Fig. 13.

























Figure 13: (left) The original ring design had a steady-state potential. The MOT formed
between the wires and was channelled down to the ring area. Note the contact point of the
ring with ground which allowed current to flow from both directions towards a single point.
(right) A picture of the actual ring shows the construction technique that was used. The
holes in the substrate were used for imaging of the atoms in the ring.
possible. However, the current necessary to produce an adequate guiding field at a finite
distance from the MOT places technical constraints on the size of the system. We chose
wires with a diameter of 240 µm that could handle a constant 3 A in vacuum and 300 ms
bursts of up to 8 A. At this burst current, the wires would provide a guide depth of 0.53
mK with a separation of 4 mm at the location of the MOT. In the ring, where the wires are
separated by only 840 µm, there is a field gradient of 1800 G/cm, a mean trap frequency
of 590 Hz, and a trap depth of 2.5 mK for the F = 1, mF = −1 ground state of 87Rb.
The use of the term “mean trap frequency” is justified because the guiding potential is not
harmonic and the oscillation frequency depends on the energy.
We selected a 3 mm aluminum substrate for the construction of the ring. Aluminum is
a good choice because it is light, easy to machine, non-magnetic, and works well in a UHV






Figure 14: A cross section of the storage ring. The outer grooves support the ring wires,
while the center groove is a free channel for atom guiding.
heat sink for the heat generated in the ring wires. A milling machine and metal lathe were
used to scratch 3 parallel grooves in the substrate along the wire paths. The wires sit in the
outside grooves, while the atoms travel down the center groove (see Fig. 14). The copper
wires have a small sheath of high temperature insulation (Poly-imide) to prevent current
from shorting to the aluminum plate. Several holes were drilled through the aluminum to
allow for observation of atoms while inside the ring.
The top portion of the ring consists of free standing wires that we bent into position
during alignment inside the vacuum chamber. The magnetic force between parallel wires





Even at the smallest separation of the free standing wires, and a maximum current of 8A,
this force is only ∼ 0.001N. We thus expected no disturbance in the ring structure from
magnetic forces.
To construct the ring, wires are placed in the appropriate grooves and fastened at
several locations with tiny self-made clamps. Small dots of Torr-Seal(tm), a low vapor
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pressure epoxy, were used to permanently attach the wires to the ring. This epoxy is indeed
quite strong, although its maximum temperature is only 120 C, which limits the bakeout
temperature.
After the ring was constructed, we use graphite-based paint to coat the portion of the
wires that extended to the MOT. This reduces MOT light reflections that can perturb the
atoms in the MOT. This was later shown to have a negligible effect on the MOT and was
thus not repeated in the second generation of the storage ring.
Of particular importance is the “contact point” displayed in Fig. 13. The steady
state loading design required an apparent singularity in the current flow at this point. We
circumvented this problem by removing a small section of the insulation from the copper
wire and allowing current to flow into the aluminum substrate.
3.2.4 Imaging
A CCD camera recorded florescent images of the atoms while in the MOT and guide area.
For this imaging, the MOT light was shifted on resonance for 1 ms while the camera’s shutter
was electronically activated. This camera did not allow a reset of the shutter timing, so
we had to trigger on the camera’s video signal to time the whole experiment! The wires
were also illuminated by the probe light, so it was necessary to subtract a background
containing these illuminated wires from each image of the cloud. To eliminate fluctuations
in MOT intensity from this process, a new background was taken after each iteration of the
experiment.
Imaging atoms in the ring was more complicated. We focused resonant light through
the ring wires at one of several holes drilled through the aluminum plate (See Fig. 13).
This beam also contained light from the repump laser. We recall from Eq. 9 that an atom
can scatter a maximum of γ/2 photons per second. Since each photon carries a momentum





This translates to an impressive 1.1 ·105 m/s2 or over 11,000 times g! If a single probe beam







Figure 15: The imaging inside the ring required an additional probe laser beam that was
focused between the wires.
they could be properly imaged. Therefore we retro-reflect the laser beam back through the
wires to increase the probe time. Since the light is incident from both sides, there will be no
net acceleration. However, there will be a momentum diffusion of the atomic cloud leading









Here t is the probe time (∼ 500µs for atoms in the ring). This leads to a increase in size
of 150µm which is 4 times smaller than the active region of the probe. We used an Andor
intensified CCD camera (Andor model DV 434 FI) to image the atoms in the ring. The
Andor provided excellent dynamic range, which was critical for alignment and detection of
the initially weak atomic signal.
3.3 First Generation Data
3.3.1 Observing a MOT Between the Wires
Producing a MOT between closely spaced wires is tricky. Possible reflections and shadows
from the wires can reduce the atom number and MOT size considerably. Additionally, there
are random fluctuations in the MOT light intensity and polarization that somehow seem
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amplified when in the vicinity of wires. It is possible, nonetheless, to find a position for the
MOT between the wires that is relatively stable and allows reproducible data to be taken.
After maximizing parameters, we were able to produce a MOT of about ∼6 x 106 atoms
after 2 s of loading. The MOT is made by 3 retro-reflected laser beams, each having an
intensity of 12 mW/cm2 and a 1/e2 diameter of 1 cm. The trap lasers are tuned 17 MHz
below the 5S1/2− 5P3/2 F = 2 to F ′ = 3 transition, while the anti-Helmholtz coils generate
a magnetic field gradient of 6 G/cm. An additional laser beam tuned to the F = 1 to
F ′ = 2 transition with an intensity of 4 mW/cm2 repumps the atoms decaying into the
F = 1 state. Refer to Fig. 12 for a schematic of the chamber.
To image the atomic cloud, the MOT light is shifted on resonance for 1 ms while the
camera’s electronic shutter is open. We calibrate the camera with a photodetector by
collecting light from the fluorescing MOT and compared this with the number of counts
recorded by the CCD array in an area surrounding the atomic cloud. Only the light due to
the MOT, and not from the wires, counted towards our calibration. The number of atoms
in the MOT (N) can be estimated by dividing optical power collected by the photodetector
( Pd), by the power radiated per atom and the collection efficiency. This gives us:
N =




Here λ is the wavelength of resonant light (780.247 nm), γ is the resonant scattering rate
(2π · 6 MHz), d is the diameter of the imaging system, l is the distance from the lens to
the MOT, and s0 is ratio I/I0 of the six beam light intensity to the saturation intensity of
our atom (I0 = 1.5 mW/cm2). Fig 16 shows a typical MOT image between the two guide
wires.
3.3.2 Sub-doppler cooling
A brief description of the σ+-σ− sub-doppler cooling used in this experiment was given in
section 2.3.2. The most efficient transfer of atoms to the guide occurs when they are the
coldest. While the MOT itself was quite tricky to produce between the guide wires, we
were able to perform sub-doppler cooling of the atomic cloud quite easily. We believe this
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Figure 16: A fluorescent image of 6 million 87Rb atoms between the guide wires is shown.
Although the background of bright wires has been subtracted from this image, the outline
of the wires is clearly visible. (inlay): The MOT beam configuration is shown with the
guide wires. The wires make an angle of 45◦ with the laser beams so that the shadows from
the wires do not overlap the MOT
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is because the sub-doppler cooling time is much faster than the fluctuations and loading
time of the MOT.
To cool the atoms well below their doppler temperature, we shut the MOT coils off very
rapidly using the IGBT at the start of the sub-doppler cooling period (which we designate
as t=0). The detuning is then linearly ramped to 100 MHz below resonance from t = 0 ms
to t = 3 ms. We also ramp off the MOT-light from t = 2 ms to t = 3 ms. Good sub-doppler
cooling requires low magnetic field at the location of the atomic cloud. We constructed
three orthogonal pairs of Helmholz coils and nulled the field to first order by ensuring that
the MOT did not move when the field gradient was ramped up and down. The sub-doppler
cooling is optimized by minimizing the temperature using a ballistic expansion technique
that will be described in section 3.3.5.
3.3.3 First Atomic Guiding
Injection of current into the guide wires during the final stages of sub-doppler cooling
produced a dramatic change in the expansion of the atomic cloud. Fig. 17 depicts a
typical loading sequence into the magnetic guide. Here, we see compression of the cloud
in the horizontal direction due to narrowing of the guide wires as the atoms fall. The
guiding potential provided by our 2-wire configuration was given in Fig. 4. We impose
this potential onto the atomic cloud by rapidly increasing the current in the guide wires
to 8A over a period of 5-7ms using a computer controlled DC power supply (EMI, EXX
15-20). Clearly the position of the MOT is important for efficient coupling into the atomic
guide. We found that the best coupling into the guide occurred when the MOT was slightly
off-center. This was probably due to a small imbalance in the light intensity of the MOT
beams which imparted a non-zero center of mass velocity to the cloud during the final stages
of sub-doppler cooling.
3.3.4 Guide Loading Efficiency
Given a random distribution of atoms over the three magnetic sublevels of the F = 1
manifold, one expects a theoretical maximum of 1/3 of the atoms to be trapped in the
weak-field seeking state mF = −1. Ultimately about 1/6 of the atoms could be coupled
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Figure 17: (top) An image series spaced at 2 ms intevals shows a cloud of 6 million 87Rb
atoms falling under gravity as it undergoes ballistic expansion. Here, the guiding wires play
no role in shaping the cloud. (Bottom) The current in the guide wires has been turned on,
which shapes and guides the cloud of atoms. Note the narrowing of the RMS size of the







Figure 18: An image of the guided atoms shows strong seekers fleeing the trap. For
comparison, we also include the size of the free-falling MOT.
into the guide. This was measured in the upper imaging area as well as below on the
aluminum substrate. Fig. 18 shows an image of the atoms after being compressed into
the trap. One can see the atoms in the strong-field seeking states being ejected from the
trap outside the wires. Those atoms in the m = 0 state are unaffected by the magnetic
force and behave just like the free-falling atoms. In order to correctly count the number of
atoms transferred into the guide, the m = 0 atoms must be subtracted from the total signal.
Practically, this is done by subtracting 1/3 of the atoms counted during free-expansion with
the wires off from the total signal with the wires on. A graph of these quantities versus
time is shown in Fig. 19. In principle, one could use optical pumping to transfer all atoms
to the trapped state, which should increase the coupling into the guide threefold. However,
this was not necessary for observation of loading efficiency.
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Figure 19: Vertically integrating the atom’s fluorescent signal shows the coupling into the
guide. The top curve (blue) shows guiding with the wires on, while the middle curve (red)
shows no guiding. The bottom curve (green) is calculated by subtracting 1/3 of the free
atoms from the top curve. This accounts for the atoms in the m=0 state.
In principle, one could use optical pumping to transfer all atoms to the trapped state,
which would increase the coupling into the guide threefold. However, this was not necessary
for observation of loading efficiency.
3.3.5 Temperature Measurements in the Guide
A common technique in laser cooling uses ballistic expansion of the cloud to determine the
atomic temperature [58, 68]. The expansion of a thermal cloud with an initial gaussian
density profile results in a new gaussian profile of width [58]:




Where σ0 is the initial size of the atomic cloud and t is the expansion time. We calculated




















Figure 20: We plot the vertical temperature of the atomic cloud during coupling into the
guide. The temperature of ∼ 3µK agrees well with the measured MOT temperature. The
error bars indicate the uncertainty in the gaussian fit.



























This distribution is also gaussian with the same width in the z direction. Here, we neglect
the small vertical component of force from the slightly angled wires. A plot of the measured
longitudinal temperature is given in Fig. 20. We shall henceforth refer to a transverse and
longitudinal (radial and azimuthal once in the ring) temperature separately because the
2-dimensional potential and the low density after expansion in the guide reduce collisions
among the atoms so that they do not thermalize.
3.3.6 Observation of Atoms on the Substrate and Failure of the First Gener-
ation Ring
We used the second imaging technique discussed in section 3.2.4 to detect the atoms over
the aluminum substrate. As expected, the atomic signal appeared while imaging through
hole #1 of Fig. 13. The atomic profile expected in the guide is the product of the integrated
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However, σz is time dependant and given by:
σz =
√
σ20 + (vt)2 ≈ vt (22)
Where v is the relative vertical rms velocity of the atomic cloud. σ0 can be neglected for the
relevant time scales. Furthermore the whole cloud is falling under gravity past a stationary










Thus we expect to observe a skewed gaussian-like curve from which we can extract atom
number and temperature for comparison with the upper imaging area. The temperature
is calculated using Eq. 18 and the measured value of v. Atom number is estimated by
integrating the total fluorescence signal and multiplying by the ratio of the step size to the
probe length. We calibrate the Andor intensified CCD camera with the MOT using the
same technique as mentioned above.
Fig. 21 shows that this does indeed fit the experimental data quite well. This data was
taken by summing all the fluorescent counts over a 500µm× 500µm “active” region on the
image. Each data point represents a different image taken successively at 0.5 ms intervals.
The temperature of this cloud is 3.4± 0.2 µK, while the atom number is 6.3± 0.7 × 106.
Unfortunately, we failed to observed any significant fluorescence signal from atoms in
the ring. This meant that while the guide was indeed transporting atoms from the MOT
onto the aluminum substrate, there was little or no coupling of these atoms into the storage
ring.
3.4 Second Generation Ring: The Nevatron
Our steady state ring configuration was unable to couple atoms into the ring. We were




































Figure 21: A plot of the density profile of the atomic cloud is displayed along with the
theoretical fitting curve. This profile was constructed by summing the fluorescent counts in
an active region versus time.
analog of our design, a three-port beamsplitter. The main problem with loading conservative
potentials in a steady state operation is that this increases the phase space density inside
the trap and would thus violate Louiville’s theorem. One way around around this obstacle
is to change to a time-varying potential, which is no longer conservative. In the new design,
the guide and the ring would be separate entities, connecting in an “overlap” region. We
proposed to “switch tracks” in the guiding system, while the atoms traverse this overlap.
In the next few sections, we discuss the construction of this new ring, its loading and orbits,
cloud shaping, a dual loading technique, and finally the trap lifetime.
3.4.1 Construction of a New Ring
We constructed the second ring similarly to the first. The aluminum substrate was made
thinner and had a raised lip to allow for the guide wires to run along the top of the ring
wires (see Fig. 22). Also, the substrate was shaped asymmetrically, which allowed for
better imaging and a straighter trajectory from the MOT into the ring. The new ring had










Figure 22: a): A photograph of the second generation ring shows the overlap area and
separate guide and ring structures. Note the right section of the ring where the current
feeds in and out. b): A rendered version of the ring shows the atomic guiding path as it
enters the ring. c): Shifting the current from the guide wires to the ring wires lowers the
atomic cloud into the ring in the overlap region.
This point had failed several times on the first generation ring, causing us to repeatedly
break vacuum and make adjustments.
Additionally, we changed to a new atomic source for this experiment. On the suggestion
of Prof. Phil First we placed an unbroken vial of Rb in the vacuum chamber during the
bake-out process. After baking, we closed the valve to the source and crushed the glass
vial, releasing the Rb into the source section of the chamber. Next we slowly opened the
valve to release the trapped gases to our external pumping station. This technique allowed
us to bake the source section of the chamber as well and ultimately achieve a pressure of
< 10−10 at the location of the pump. The new source did not change the size of the MOT
or its temperature.
3.4.2 Transfer into the Ring and Atomic Orbits
We load the new guide in exactly the same fashion as the old one, with one exception:
Because the atomic cloud must cross over a section of the ring, we first only allow current
to flow in the guide wires. Once in the guide, the atoms fall 4 cm under gravity to the 15
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Figure 23: A fluorescence image of neutral 87Rb atoms in the storage ring. This image was
taken with an ICCD camera exposed for 1ms. The outline of the ring wires is visible in this
image.
mm overlap with the ring. To transfer the atoms from the guide to the ring, we linearly
ramp the current in the guide off while simultaneously increasing the current in the ring to
its final value. This process transfers the trap center from the guide to the ring.
The transfer efficiency to the ring is estimated to be > 90% measured by comparing the
atom number in the guide and at a different point in the ring. Optimal transfer is achieved
for equal maximum currents in the guide and ring and a transfer time of 16 ms. For longer
transfer times, the cloud traverses the entire overlap region before transferring completely
to the guide—for shorter times, we measure losses from the cloud, possibly due to heating.
One of the first images of atoms that have successfully completed an orbit in the ring is
shown in Fig. 23. The corresponding atomic orbit is mapped out in Fig. 24. This data is
collected by summing the atomic fluorescence between the wires at the top port on the ring.
Every data point represents an iteration of the experiment, spaced 1 ms apart at a probe






























Figure 24: 7 complete revolutions of the atoms in the storage ring can be seen as individual
peaks on this graph. The data points represent atomic fluorescence versus time, while the
curve is a theoretical model of the expanding atomic cloud.
ring, and 7 complete revolutions of the ring are clearly distinguished. The measured orbit
time of 81 ms corresponds to an average velocity of 85 cm/s, which is consistent with a 4 cm
free-fall. We model this data by incorporating a loss term: e−γt into Eq. 23 to account for
the decreasing atom number and extending this formula to include multiple orbits, while











Here the nth term in the sum corresponds to a new orbit of the atomic cloud in the storage
ring and tr is the orbit time. The peaks fit reasonably well to this simple model. From this
fit, the 1/e lifetime of the ring is determined to be 180 ms, and the azimuthal temperature is
measured to be 3.4(3) µK, only slightly hotter than the temperature measured immediately
after loading the guide. The number of atoms in the first peak is ∼ 1 million.
The lifetime of the atoms in the ring depended on the ring current. The graphs in Fig.
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25 show that as the current in the ring in increased from 3 to 6 A, the lifetime also increases
fro 144 ms to 159 ms. Because of the heating at large currents, we were unable to test the
ring at currents greater than 8 A. Increasing the pulsed current in the ring causes heating of
the wires that adversely affects MOT formation and loading into the ring. At a current of 8
A, a 60 s cooling period must be introduced between each iteration to remove any heating
effects on the storage ring while at 3 A, the experiment can be run without a cooling cycle.
3.4.3 Cloud Shaping
Cold pulsed atom extraction from the ring, as well as applications in cold collisions require
narrow relative velocity distributions. To this end, we explored altering the azimuthal
distribution of atoms in the ring by selectively removing portions of the cloud with a resonant
beam. As shown in Eq. 15, the acceleration due to the scattering of resonant photons can
be 1.1 · 105 m/s2, which is large enough to remove the atoms from the storage ring. We
use the resonant imaging beam to selectively alter the azimuthal velocity distribution of
orbiting atoms. The original azimuthal velocity distribution has a width ∆v ∼ 2 cm/s
corresponding to a speed ratio v/∆v ∼ 50 in the ring. Because of the free expansion of
the atomic cloud along the guide direction, the initial velocity distribution is mapped onto
the azimuthal spatial distribution of the atoms in the ring. Hence the velocity distribution
can be modified by selective temporal or spatial removal of portions of the cloud. Two
such modifications are shown in Fig. 26. In both cases, the velocity distribution has been
modified in the previous orbit (not shown) and traces show the evolution for subsequent
orbits. In the bottom trace, only the central 40% of the FWHM has been preserved,
corresponding to an increase of the speed ratio to 125. In the top trace, the central 40%
of the FWHM has been removed, leaving a double-peaked distribution. In both cases, the
subsequent evolution and broadening of the peaks occur at the expected rate, which is given
by Eq. 24.
3.4.4 A Dual-Loading Technique
A long standing challenge in the field of atomic-motional manipulation has been the produc-
tion of a continuous degenerate or near degenerate atomic beam. The ring geometry offers
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Figure 25: Four time series show the atomic cloud orbiting in the storage ring under




























Figure 26: Deterministic pulse shaping. The upper graph corresponds to a cloud that has
had its central portion removed. The lower graph shows a cloud with only a central portion.
The two graphs have been offset by 70,000 counts for clarity.
the unique opportunity for multiple or even continuous loading in this respect, although
cooling of the loaded atoms inside the ring would be necessary to increase the phase-space
density. Cold, intense atomic beams could be generated by out-coupling the stored atoms at
any desired rate (by employing laser induced Raman transitions to an un-trapped magnetic
state for example). Those atoms that are not successfully out-coupled would be efficiently
“recycled” in the ring for later use. We have taken the first steps toward this goal by
demonstrating a dual-loading technique in our storage ring.
The original design of the storage ring allowed for steady state operation. However, we
saw that this mechanism was unable to couple atoms from the guide into the ring. Although
the new design incorporates a time-dependant potential, it is possible to couple a second
cloud of atoms into the ring that orbit 180 degrees out of phase with the first. We achieve
this by first coupling a single cloud into the storage ring, as described previously. Next,
the MOT is reformed between the guide wires while the first cloud orbits in the ring. The
current in the guide wires is then increased to an appropriate “capture” current (8 A) and
a second cloud is transferred to the guide. As the second cloud falls, the first cloud must
































Figure 27: Dual loading of the storage ring. The clouds marked with a “*” are from the
second atomic cloud. The two clouds are 180 degrees out of phase with a spacing of only
40.5ms
current of 3 A while the current in the ring is left at maximum current. The first cloud then
proceeds past the overlap region, while remaining in the ring. After this, the current in the
ring is reduced to a holding current of 3 A so the second cloud can move into the overlap
region. Once inside the overlap, the guide current is extinguished while the ring current is
increased to its maximum value of 8 A. This somewhat complicated process is necessary to
ensure that neither section is perturbed too strongly by the magnetic field of the other.
After the second loading, there are two distinct atomic clouds orbiting 180 degrees out
of phase with one another. (see Fig. 27). We observe that each cloud has the same lifetime
and that their phase relationship is constant. Furthermore, the coupling of the second
cloud into the ring does not reduce the number of atoms in the first cloud by more than
7%. However, due to the ring lifetime, we are unable to increase the total number of atoms
in the ring using this technique. In this case, the loading time of the MOT takes so long,
that the first cloud endures significant losses by the time the second is loaded.
3.4.5 Trap Lifetime
As mentioned previously in section 3.4.2, we measure a maximum 1/e lifetime of the atoms
in the ring to be 180 ms. The lifetime is a natural figure of merit in this experiment,
determining directly the number of orbits as well as the possibility for increasing the atomic
density. Consequently, we have investigated the limits on our lifetime due to several effects,
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including background gas collisions, non-adiabatic spin flips, and ergodic mixing.
Collisions with the background gas will ultimately limit the lifetime of any magnetic
trap because the kinetic energies of these particles are on the order of 105 times larger than
the magnetic trap depths. However, for sufficiently low background pressures, this lifetime
can be made very long (several minutes in some cases). In calculating the loss rate due to
background gas, we must keep in mind that this may be a very inaccurate. Materials near
the storage ring, such as the Kapton insulation on the ring wires, could produce significant
local outgasing that would raise the local pressure at the ring even though the total pressure
might not change by much.
Nevertheless, we can calculate the theoretical pressure in the center of the chamber given
the pressure measured at the ion pump, the pumping speed, and the conductance from the
pump to the chamber [69]. The throughput to the ion pump is given by the product of the
pressure at the pump and the pumping speed:
T1 = P1S (26)
While the throughput out of the chamber is given by the product of the conductance from
the chamber to the pump and the differential pressure:
T2 = (P2 − P1)C (27)
In the worst case scenario (i.e. the only source of background gas is the chamber itself) we





The conductance from our chamber to our pump can be obtained directly from the man-
ufacturer of the vacuum parts (MDC) C=34 L/s. At our 75 L/s ion pump, we measure
a pressure of 5 · 10−10 Torr. This gives us a theoretical pressure of 1.6 · 10−9 Torr at the
location of the ring. The vacuum limited lifetime, generally given by τ ∼ (10−8/P ) (where
P is in Torr, see p. 128 of [50]), would be ∼ 6s. This is a factor of 35 longer than our
measured lifetime of 180 ms of atoms in the storage ring. We therefore do not believe that
collisions with the background gas are limiting our lifetime.
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We next consider non-adiabatic spin flips or Majorana transitions [44] as a loss mecha-
nism. As mentioned previously in section 2.2 atoms passing too close to the zero magnetic
field point can make a non-adiabatic transition to an untrapped state and flee the magnetic










Where a is the separation between wires and I is the current in each wire. Thus an atom
with mass m and velocity v passing within a distance d from the center of the trap can
undergo a spin flip if the rate of change of the direction of the magnetic field (v/d) is greater
















This result follows the derivation presented in [32], which is done for a 3D trap. It also
agrees with that presented in [70] in the 2D case. For the storage ring, this radius is 0.6µm.
The flux of atoms through this cylinder is given by the cross sectional area of the cylinder
times the density, times the average velocity. This average velocity can be obtained from
the virial theorem, which states that mv2 = µmB = µmrB′ where r is the radial cloud
size and B′ is the field gradient. Using the transverse temperature and cloud size in the
ring, we calculate the lifetime due to Majorana transitions to be 300 ms. However, since
both the velocity and the density increase with increasing current, we would expect this
loss rate to increase as we increase the current in the ring. Fig. 25 shows exactly the
opposite behavior. This suggests that the dominant loss rate in the trap is not due to such
transitions. It is worth pointing out that suppression of these transitions can be avoided
completely by adding a single wire along the axis of the storage ring. This wire would
































Figure 28: A plot of the magnetic guiding potential for the “bump” in the ring where the
current is fed in and out. The length is normalized to the wire spacing, while the potential
is normalized to the maximum trap depth.
A final effect that could lead to trap loss is ergodic mixing of longitudinal and transverse
motion due to irregularities in the construction of the ring. The most obvious irregularity
in the magnetic field occurs at the far right side where current is fed in and out horizontally.
Fig. 28 shows a plot of the potential over the suspect area. We estimate this “bump” in
the potential modulates the trap depth at 20% over 250 µm. The 4 cm drop from the MOT
area imparts 4 mK of kinetic energy to the atomic cloud, while the trap depth in the ring is
only 2.5 mK. Thus transfer of only 15% of azimuthal to transverse energy while traversing
this bump would be enough to eject an atom from the trap in 2 revolutions. Also, we expect
the lifetime to increase with current because this increases the trap depth, but does not
change the geometry of the imperfection, nor the kinetic energy from the fall. This agrees
well with the observations of Fig. 25.
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3.5 Summary of Storage Ring Experiment
We have demonstrated a magnetic storage ring for neutral atoms, together with an efficient
loading method. We learned that the steady state design used in the first generation
experiment simply did not couple atoms into the ring. The new loading method involves a
time-dependant potential that shifts the trap minimum from the guide to the ring. With
this loading method, we can efficiently couple one million neutral atoms into the ring and
observe numerous subsequent revolutions. Extensions of this work to ring-based atom
interferometry and cold-beam generation hold much promise for the future.
We have also demonstrated that the ring can be multiply loaded by coupling a second
atomic cloud into the ring 180 degrees out of phase with the first. Although the technique
we used for this demonstration is limited to separated pulses, it is also possible to design
potentials that allow continuous loading. These would have to include a time dependent
state transfer (for example with a raman pulse to a trapped magnetic sublevel). Such
potentials are necessarily ‘bumpy’ (otherwise it would be possible to increase phase space
density, which would violate Louiville’s theorem), however the additional entropy could be
removed by subsequent laser cooling or evaporative cooling in the ring.
The azimuthal velocity distribution of the atoms in the ring has been manipulated by
pulses of resonant light. The original azimuthal velocity distribution has a width ∆v ∼ 2
cm/s corresponding to a speed ratio v/∆v ∼ 50 in the ring. After manipulation, this speed
ratio has been increased to 125. This ratio is important for cold beam generation because
it signifies a reduction in the relative velocity between particles.
Even with the 180 ms lifetime in the ring, it is noteworthy that the total guided dis-
tance is ∼0.5 m and if this system was used in a ring interferometer configuration, the
enclosed area would be ∼2000 mm2, 100-fold larger than the most sensitive atomic gyro-
scope demonstrated to-date [9]. Furthermore, with straightforward modifications to the
ring discussed above, together with improved vacuum conditions, it should be possible to
increase these values by another 100-fold (corresponding to a ring lifetime 20 s), yielding
an intrinsic sensitivity 104 larger than in [9]. Of course maintaining atomic coherence over
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these time scales is a significant technical challenge, and would most certainly require guid-
ing in a single transverse mode. However, the ring geometry offers important advantages
over single mode linear magnetic guides. In particular, by using complete revolutions of the
ring for the interfering counterpropagating trajectories, we can ensure that each interfering
amplitude acquires the same dynamical phase from the guiding potential (to the extent
than the ring current and dimension remain constant), which will be important to cancel
out effects of inevitable irregularities in the guiding potentials. This advantage, together
with the recent demonstrations of fast, compact techniques for making atomic Bose con-
densates in optical [34] and magnetic microtraps [46] makes the prospects of single-mode
guided atom interferometry quite promising.
3.5.1 Future Applications and Modifications
There are several areas of improvement for the ring experiment that could increase the
lifetime and offer the possibility of coherent atom interferometry. A micro-fabricated ring
with many smooth current sections could prevent the observed losses from our “bump”
where the current is fed in and out. Also, single mode guiding would be made possible by
transferring a BEC to the ring.
Bigger is not necessarily better and in the case of magnetic trapping and guiding it is
most decidedly worse. The scaling of magnetic field gradients as described in section 2.2
points to smaller guiding geometries. Traps with wires that are lithographically etched onto
the surface of semiconductor chips have been demonstrated [45, 43, 46]. These small guides
need much less current than their larger counterparts to produce the same field gradients,
and the heat generated by these currents is readily absorbed by the chip. The combination
of lower vacuum emissions, steeper field gradients, and smoother guiding potentials could
immediately increase the trapping lifetime of a storage ring.
Introduction of a BEC into a ring, either on a surface trap [46] or with an optical
dipole trap [34] would greatly enhance the performance of a ring interferometer. One of the
challenges facing all guided atom interferometers today is to find an intense single-mode
source of atoms. Although it has been shown that multi-mode guiding is possible [26], it is
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far less sensitive and the interfering fringes must be made to overlap at a common point,
which places strict limits on the design geometry.
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CHAPTER IV
QUANTUM COMPUTING WITH NEUTRAL
ATOM-CAVITY QED
The research presented in Part II of this thesis focuses on developing neutral atom cavity
QED systems capable of storing and coherently manipulating quantum information coded
in long lived ground states of neutral atoms. This requires the successful integration of two
leading quantum information technologies—atom based quantum memories and cavity QED
based entanglement generation and manipulation. Our configuration employs movable laser
traps for individual atoms that will permit us to store a chain of individually addressable
atoms and to manipulate these atoms in arbitrary combinations using the quantum field
of the optical cavity. Here, we discuss the theoretical background and tools necessary to
implement this configuration. First we give an introduction to quantum computing in
section 4.1. Next, we look at aspects of cavity QED relevant to our experiment in section
4.2. We conclude with section 4.3, which includes theory behind optical dipole traps and
motional manipulation of atoms in these traps. For information on the laser cooling used
in this experiment, the reader is referred to the detailed discussion in chapter two.
4.1 Introduction
In order to appreciate and understand the power of quantum computing, it is illustrative
to first compare classical and quantum information. Classical information is stored in dis-
cernable classical states of a system, such as the beads of an abacus, marks on a piece of
paper, or the electronic state of a semi-conductor device. For calculation purposes, complex
structures of information are divided into bits and processed more or less individually11
in a classical computer. A bit is the smallest indivisible unit of classical information and
1Although most computers can process more than a single bit simultaneously (i.e. 32 or 64 bit systems),
this parallel processing is limited by the architecture of the system and the physical resources scale linearly
with the bitwidth.
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represents the amount of information stored in a system that is in one of two possible con-
figurations, which we shall refer to as |0〉 and |1〉. Quantum mechanical two-level systems,
on the other hand, can be in a superposition of both the states |0〉 and |1〉 at the same
time. More generally, the state of a two-level quantum system, known as a qubit is given
by:
|Ψ〉 = α|0〉+ β|1〉 (32)
where α and β are complex amplitude components. Such systems can be physically realized,
for example, by the quantum state of a spin 1/2 system, such as an electron, or two hyperfine
ground states of a neutral atom. The state of two independent qubits can be represented
by:
|Ψ〉1,2 = (α1|0〉1 + β1|1〉1)⊗ (α2|0〉2 + β2|1〉2) (33)
However, this is not the most general state for 2 two-level systems. Quantum mechanics
allows for entanglement of quantum systems, where the total system state is no longer given
by the product of the individual states [71, 72]. Quantum systems that are entangled with
one another cannot be considered as individual– their existence is only defined together
with the other constituents of the total entangled state. An example of an entangled state
is given by the (non-normalized) Bell state or EPR pair:
|Ψ〉1,2 = |0〉1 ⊗ |0〉2 + |1〉1 ⊗ |1〉2 (34)
This state cannot be written as the product of any two individual states, and is thus
entangled. For brevity, we shall write the product of two quantum states |A〉1 ⊗ |B〉2 as
|AB〉, where the order determines which qubit is referred to. The general state of n qubits






Where ib is the n-digit binary representation of the number i (for n = 3 ib = 5 would
correspond to |101〉), and the cis are complex coefficients. Here, we begin to understand
the power of quantum computation. A system of n qubits can store 2n different bit values
simultaneously because of the superposition principle. This exponential increase in storage
offers a tremendous advantage over classical systems. For example, a system of only 300
qubits could simultaneously store more numbers than there are atoms in the entire universe!
This increase in storage relies on the fact that we can create and manipulate entangled states
of the system. Without entanglement, a quantum system can store no more information
than its classical counterpart.
The enhancement in computational power of a quantum computer derives from the
fact that a single manipulation (also called a quantum logic gate) performed on part of
the total system can effect all 2n stored values simultaneously, allowing massive numbers
of calculations to be performed in parallel. However, putting this massive parallelism to
good use is not as straightforward as it may seem. Any measurement of the whole system
will project the state |Ψ〉n onto a single state, which contains only n bits of information.
Furthermore, this projection is probabilistic in nature, with the probability proportional
to the square of the amplitude of the measured state. In order to take advantage of a
quantum computer, special algorithms must be developed that delay measurement until
the end of a calculation, at which point the amplitude of the solution state is made much
larger than all others. To date, there exist only a few quantum algorithms which can
take advantage of the massive parallelism offered by quantum mechanics. In 1994, Shor
developed the most famous of these algorithms [13] for taking discrete logarithms, a corollary
of which provides for an exponential increase in the speed of number factorization. Since
most of today’s encryption relies on the presumed mathematical difficulty of factoring large
numbers, the successful demonstration of a quantum computer would have a huge impact
on data encryption and national security. Another algorithm, developed by Grover [14],
allows for quick searching in an unordered database. Although it offers only a polynomial
speedup over classical methods, this algorithm can be used to reduce the computation time
of many tasks that require large amounts of conventional computing resources, such as
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the traveling salesman problem and the telephone book lookup problem. This technique
can also be used to break other, non-factorization based encryption more efficiently than
classical computation.
Physical realization of a quantum computer is principally limited by decoherence, or
loss of coherence in the complex amplitudes of |Ψ〉n [73]. Decoherence can occur during the
individual quantum logic gates or simply while storing the quantum information during the
calculation. Regardless of the decoherence mechanism, it is the ratio of the decoherence
time (Tdec) to the gate operation time (Tgate) that sets the limit on the performance of
any real quantum computer. Currently, there are groups pursuing the creation of a quan-
tum computer in many different fields, including neutral atoms, cavity QED, trapped ions,
quantum dots, super-conducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDS), and bulk nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR). Despite these endeavors, the state of the art in creation and
manipulation of quantum information remains primitive. To date, only a few groups have
succeeded in demonstrating a single gate operation [74, 75, 76]. This difficulty reflects one
of the fundamental challenges in quantum computing—simultaneous attainment of reliable
quantum information storage and controllable interactions. Many of the proposed schemes
offer strong interactions and easy accessibility to the quantum information (quantum dots,
SQUIDS) but are poor storers of quantum information due to decoherence. Others can store
quantum information for long periods of time (neutral atoms, NMR) but have relatively
weak interactions with other systems. This problem is fundamental in nature because the
same mechanism that allows us to interact with a system to perform quantum gates will
inevitably also allow the environment to interact with this system and cause decoherence.
An attractive solution to this problem lies in storing the quantum information in neutral
atoms (a fine quantum memory) and using the spatially dependent interaction of a highly-
coupled cavity mode to manipulate the states of these atoms. This interaction can be
manipulated by controlling the cavity light field and thus promises a viable solution to the
decoherence problem. Furthermore, the cavity can read out the quantum states of atoms
in the form of “flying qubits” or photons, which are excellent transporters of quantum






















Figure 29: (Left): A schematic of our proposed quantum computing scheme. Atoms are
trapped in an optical lattice and interact via the cavity mode. The two atoms in the mode
are shown in light blue. (Right): An example of adiabatic state transfer from atom 1 to
atom 2 via the optical cavity.
There have been spectacular recent successes in cavity QED research, including real-
time observation [77, 78, 79] and trapping [80, 81, 82, 83] of single atoms inside the cavity,
real-time feedback control on a single atom [84], and deterministic generation of single
photons[85, 86]. Progress towards reliable quantum information manipulation in these cav-
ity QED systems is principally limited by the inability of the system to provide adequate
control over atomic motional degrees of freedom.
Our proposal [87] to overcome this limitation is to employ additional optical trapping
fields perpendicular to the cavity mode for motional control of the atoms. The experimental
concept, shown in Fig. 29 (Left), utilizes the long-lived hyperfine ground states of a neutral
atom (87Rb) to provide the required two-state qubit. The atoms are held in a dual translat-
able lattice potential provided by optical dipole traps running perpendicular to the cavity
mode. Entanglement between two atoms is created by moving them into the cavity mode
and implementing one of many possible theoretical entanglement proposals [88, 89, 90]. It is
then possible to engineer any desired quantum gate using only this two-atom entanglement






Figure 30: A schematic of an atom inside at optical cavity. The atom-cavity coupling rate
(g0) as well as the the cavity (κ) and the atomic (γ) decay rates are shown.
transferred to a cavity photon and measured in the output transmission from the cavity.
4.2 Cavity QED
At the heart of any cavity QED experiment is obviously the cavity. In our proposed quantum
computer, the cavity enables us to entangle intra-cavity atoms and coherently exchange
information between light and matter. In this section we shall derive some basic properties
of cavity QED and give an example of how the cavity in our system might be used to
coherently transfer a quantum state between two atoms.
We begin with a single atom coupled to the TEM00 mode of an optical cavity, as shown
in Fig. 30. The coherent atom-field coupling rate is given by the product of the atomic
dipole matric element p and the single photon electric field E.
g0 = p · E (36)
We can calculate E by considering the integral of the energy density inside the resonator










ε0|E|2dV = 2ε0E20Vm (37)
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Where E0 is the magnitude of the electric field and Vm is the mode volume of the TEM00
















where λ is the wavelength of the atomic transition, w0 is the 1/e2 intensity waist of the
mode, l is the length of the cavity, and γ is the atomic decay rate. If we assume a symmetric
cavity (r1 = r2) and that the radius of curvature of the mirrors is much larger than the
length of the cavity (which is typically the case for strongly coupled systems) then we can



















In general, g is dependent on the position of the atom inside the cavity with g = g0E(r)/E0.
In order to maintain a constant coupling rate, this position must be controlled very precisely.
In particular, the position along the cavity axis must be controlled to within much better
than λ/2, which is the node-spacing of the intra-cavity standing wave. We shall discuss the
positioning of atoms in our experiment later in section 4.3.
In order to achieve coherent dynamics at the single photon level, the atom-cavity cou-
pling (g) should be much faster than the spontaneous emission rate of the atom (γ) and the
field decay rate of the cavity (κ). This condition is known as the strong coupling regime and
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is achieved by using a small, extremely low loss cavity. While strong coupling is technically
challenging, this limit has been achieved in ∼ 10 labs over the past 15 years or so in both
the microwave and optical domains (see [91, 92, 93, 94, 95] for recent overviews).
There are two dimensionless parameters that allow us to characterize an atom-cavity
system. The first is the critical atom number N0 = κγ/g20. This tells us how many atoms we
must insert into the cavity to significantly change the atom-cavity response. A critical atom
number below 1 means that the cavity’s response is sensitive to single atoms. The inverse of
the critical atom number is called the single atom cooperativity C1 = g20/κγ. Similarly, we
define the critical photon number2 n0 = γ2/8g20, which the number of intra-cavity photons
producing an intensity inside the cavity equal to the saturation intensity of the atom.
Before discussing the atom-cavity theory, we should define some other quantities that
help us better understand the cavity system. The longitudinal mode spacing is referred to











where the “losses” are the total losses due to absorption and transmission of both mirrors
combined (i.e. if each mirror transmitted 15 ppm and absorbed or scattered 5 ppm, the
losses would be 40 ppm). The cavity decay rate, also called its half-width-half-max (HWHM)





2This is sometimes defined in the literature as n0 = γ
2b/4g20 , where b is a geometrical factor corresponding
to the electric field mode in the cavity. For the TEM00 mode considered here, b = 8/3.
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where T is the transmission of each mirror. With these definitions, we can understand how
the strong coupling requirement affects the cavity selection process. Since γ is fixed, we
must choose an r and l to make g0 much larger than γ. Because of the weak scaling with r
and difficulties with polishing mirrors with small r, which shall be discussed in more detail
in Ch. 5, this is most often done by chosing a small l. Since κ ∝ 1/l we reduce the only
free parameter left (T ) until g0 >> κ. As an example, let us take mirrors of curvature 10
cm. To achieve g0 >> γ, we must choose l << 500 µm, so we chose, for example, l = 50
µm. This means that we must have T ≈ 8 ppm. Thus, we require a mirror that can reflect
99.9992% of the light! The technology to produce these mirrors has existed for only the
past ten years or so. A more detailed discussion about these mirrors will be presented in
Ch. 5.
4.2.1 Ideal Atom-Cavity–Quantum Theory
If we can neglect the atomic and cavity decay rates, we can describe a single, stationary
two-level atom inside a resonant cavity in the interaction picture by the Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian [96]:
H = h̄ωâ†â +
h̄ω
2
σ̂z + h̄g0(âσ̂† + â†σ̂) (46)
Where (â†, â) are the field creation and annihilation operators, (σ̂†, σ̂) are the atomic raising
and lowering operators, and σ̂z is the atomic inversion operator. Because the atom and the
cavity are resonant, they both have frequency ω. This Hamiltonian has eigenstates:
|E±,n〉 = 1√
2
(|g, n〉 ± |e, n− 1〉) (47)
where g, e are the atomic ground and excited states, and n indicates the level of field



















Figure 31: The Jaynes-Cummings ladder of eigenenergies in the ideal atom cavity system.
E±,n = nh̄ω ±
√
nh̄g0 (48)
These eigenstates build what is known as the Jaynes-Cummings ladder, pictured in Fig.
31. Note that the eigenenergies are anharmonic and differ from the semiclassical predicted
values of E±,n = nh̄ω ± nh̄g0. However, for n = 1 the two theories predict the same result
and this anharmonicity is not observable.
In any real system with detuning between the atom and cavity resonance, the atom and
cavity decay rates contribute to dissipation which can be described in the electric dipole
and rotating wave approximations by a density matrix and master equation [97]:








(2σ̂ρσ̂† − σ̂†σ̂ρ− ρσ̂†σ̂) + κ(2âρâ† − â†âρ− ρâ†â) (49)
where
H0 = h̄∆câ†â + h̄∆aσ̂†σ̂ + h̄g0[âσ̂† + â†σ̂] + A(â + â†) (50)
Here, A is an electric field driving the cavity (probe field) with frequency ωp, ∆c is the
cavity-probe detuning (ωc−ωp) and ∆a is the atom-probe detuning (ωa−ωp). A numerical
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Figure 32: Relative cavity transmission versus atom-field detuning (∆a) for no atoms and
one atom in the cavity. Here, the atom and cavity are resonant, the cavity drive strength is
equivalent to 1 intra-cavity photon, and the cavity parameters are [g0, κ, γ] = 2π×[27, 2.4, 6]
MHz, identical to those used in the experiment. The atom splits the transmission peak into
two, separated by twice the atom-cavity coupling g0.
solution to this equation is shown in Fig. 32. Here we have plotted the relative cavity
transmission for an empty cavity and a cavity with one atom. As the atom enters the
cavity, it splits the transmission peak in two, separated by 2g0. If a single atom falls
through the cavity with a resonant cavity probe, the drop in transmission will enable us
to detect it. In order to observe this splitting, the atom-cavity must be strongly coupled.
In Ch. 5 we present data showing a drop in the cavity transmission due to a single atom
optically transported into the cavity.
4.2.2 Atom-Cavity, Semiclassical Treatment
In addition to single atom transits in the cavity, we also observe coupling of many atoms
simultaneously into the cavity. In this case, a semi-classical approximation can be made,
which consists of factoring the joint operators (〈âσ̂†〉 → 〈â〉〈σ̂†〉). In this case, we observe
optical bistability [98], described by the following relationship between the output x and
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1 + δ2 + x2
)]
(51)
Here, δ = 2∆c/γ, φ = ∆c/κ, , C = NC1 is the N-atom cooperativity, and we have normal-
ized the field amplitudes X, Y by the square root of the critical photon number
√
n0. This
equation predicts two stable output intensities for a single input intensity for certain (large)
values of C.
4.3 Dipole Force Traps
A major limitation in many cavity QED systems is the inability to effectively manipulate the
motion of neutral atoms inside the cavity. Since the electric, magnetic, and electromagnetic
interactions with neutral atoms are so weak, it is indeed a challenge to accurately position
them to very high precision within the mode of an optical cavity. One possibility for high
precision confinement is offered by a translatable standing wave optical dipole force trap.
This section describes the history and theory behind these traps and how they can be used
for precision positional manipulation.
The first optical trap for neutral atoms was developed in 1986 by Chu et al [100],
who exploited this force to confine atoms collected from an optical molasses. Since then,
optical dipole force traps have found applications in many areas of research in ultracold
atomic physics. Of particular interest to our research is the demonstration of deterministic
delivery of a single atom trapped in an optical lattice [101].
Optical dipole force traps are based on the dispersive interaction between the electric
field component of light E and the induced electric dipole of an atom p. The energy of this
interaction is proportional to the intensity of the light and if the light is tuned below the
atomic resonance, it produces an attractive potential. A single focused laser beam offers
the simplest example of a dipole trap because the atoms are attracted to the highest point
of intensity, located at the focus. Because the light couples the atom’s ground and excited
states, some photons will be scattered by the atom. However, if the laser’s frequency is far
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away from the atomic resonance, the scattering rate can be substantially lowered, producing
an essentially conservative trap.
One application of dipole force traps is in sub-micrometer positioning of atoms as demon-
strated in [101]. Two counterpropagating laser beams can trap atoms at the anti-nodes of
their standing wave potential. In this case, the atoms are localized to the individual wells
of the lattice, which are spaced by λ/2, where λ is the wavelength of the trapping light. By
shifting the frequency of one laser beam, these wells travel along the optical axis with a ve-
locity proportional to the frequency shift. Controlling the frequency shift allows positioning
of neutral atoms along the optical axis to within less than half an optical wavelength.
4.3.1 Trap Depth and Scattering Rate
An electric field E oscillating at ω will induce an electric dipole p in a neutral atom. The
interaction energy is given by [102]:
U = −1
2
〈p ·E〉 = − 1
2ε0c
Re(α)I (52)
Here α(ω) is the complex polarizability of the atom and I is the intensity of the electric field.
The factor of 1/2 comes from the fact that this is an induced dipole and not a permanent
one. The force on the dipole is given by the negative gradient of this potential and is thus
conservative.
The power absorbed by the dipole and and re-emitted as radiation is:
Prad = 〈ṗ ·E〉 = ω
ε0c
Im(α)I (53)
The radiation term comes from the imaginary part of the polarizability, which describes
the component of the dipole oscillation that is out of phase with the applied electric field.
We know that this radiation is emitted as photons from the atom, each having an energy









We have in Eq. 52 and 54 the two essential results for this derivation. However, they
are expressed in terms of the atomic polarizability, which is frequency dependent. We can
reexpress α using the simple Lorentzian model of a classic oscillator where an electron with
mass me and charge e is bound to a nucleus of infinite mass by an ideal spring. This system
has a resonance frequency ω0 and is driven by an electric field oscillating at ω. The equation
of motion for this system is:




Since the driving force is periodic, we make the Ansatz x = AeBt, which leads to the












is the classical damping rate of an accelerated charge. (p. 665 of [103]). Substituting Eq.
57 into Eq. 56 gives us:
α = 6πε0c3
Γ/ω2
ω2a − ω2 − i(ω3/ω20)
(58)
where we define Γ to be the damping rate for ω = ω0. In the limit of low saturation, which
is the case for all dipole force traps in this experiment, this classical expression agrees with
that calculated in a semi-classical approach [102]. Substituting the result for α into Eq. 52

























In our experiment, the difference between the frequency of the trapping laser and the
atom’s frequency ∆ = ω0 − ω is much larger than the linewidth of the atomic transition Γ
but much smaller than ω. In this type of optical dipole trap (known as a far off-resonant

















where ∆ = ω0 − ω is the detuning of the light with respect to the atomic resonance. These







We see that for a given trap depth, larger detunings lead to the smallest scattering rates.
This is important because the scattering rate presents a fundamental source of heating, as
we shall see in Ch. 5. Also, for applications in quantum computing, the information stored
in an atom will be lost if it scatters a photon.
We have considered the case that the atom has only two states. Real atoms have
multiple levels that are simultaneously coupled by the light. Furthermore, the polarization
of this light effects these coupling rates. In general we must sum over all contributing levels,
taking into account the different oscillator strengths of each level. Fortunately, for the case
of an alkali atom and linearly polarized light, the multiple level structure results in a simple
























where ∆2 and ∆1 are the relative detunings between the light and the D2 and D1 transitions
in the atom (in Rb λD2 = 780 nm, λD1 = 794 nm).
These equations give us the trap depth U and scattering rate Γω of an alkali atom in a
linearly polarized FORT.
4.3.2 Atomic Positioning using Dipole Force Traps
The superposition of two plane waves of identical amplitude and polarization but traveling
in opposite directions and with different frequencies ω1 = ω + ∆ω/2 and ω2 = ω −∆ω/2 is
given by:
E = E1 + E2 = Aεei(kz−ωt−∆ωt/2) + Aεei(−kz−ωt+∆ωt/2)
= Aεe−iωt (e(kz−∆ωt/2) + e−(kz−∆ω/2))
= 2Aεe−iωtcos(kz −∆ωt/2) (66)
Where A is the complex amplitude of the field, ε is the unit polarization vector, and
k = 2π/λ. It is understood that we take the real part of this expression to find the electric
field. There are two important features of equation 66 that are relevant to our experiment.
First, the amplitude of the resultant electric field is twice that of the component fields. This
means that the intensity and the trap depth will be four times greater than with a single
traveling wave. Second, the last term represents a standing wave that translates or “walks”
along the z axis with velocity v = ∆ωλ/(4π).
For the laser beams used in this experiment, which are described by a transverse gaussian
profile, the derivation is exactly the same, with the transverse spatial information contained













Figure 33: A schematic of the potential wells formed by two counterpropagating beams.
The dark circles represent trapped atoms in the wells of the optical potential. The velocity
is shown for ω1 > ω2.







w(z)2 cos2(kz −∆ωt/2) (68)
Combining this with equation 64 gives the trapping potential for the atoms:





w(z)2 cos2(kz −∆ωt/2). (69)
Where U0 is the trap depth at the focus (z = 0). This potential produces pancake shaped




This chapter is based on the experiment described in:
J.A. Sauer, K.M. Fortier, M.S. Chang, C.D. Hamley, and M.S. Chapman. “Cavity QED
with optically transported atoms.” Physical Review A, 69(27):051804,2004
5.1 Introduction
As a first step towards reaching a system capable of quantum information processing, we
have constructed a cavity QED experiment featuring precise positioning of atoms within
the cavity. This experiment shares only the MOT laser system, previously described in
Ch. 3. Ultimately we decided on the experimental setup shown in Fig. 34. Here, a single
vertical optical lattice would overlap with the MOT and the cavity mode. After loading
the lattice, we translate the atoms into the cavity and monitor their arrival on the cavity
transmission.
5.2 Experimental Apparatus
In this section, we discuss the experimental apparatus of the cavity QED experiment. This
experiment shares a common MOT laser system with the storage ring experiment previously
described in chapter 2. We first briefly introduce the different lasers used to make the optical
lattice, deferring a detailed description of each system until chapter six. This is followed by
a discussion of lattice control, alignment, and atomic positioning. We then shift our focus
to the cavity, where we will discuss its construction and control. Finally an overview of the
probing and detection systems is given.
5.2.1 FORT Lasers and Lattice Control
Three different laser systems were used at various times in the cavity QED experiment to









Figure 34: A simplified schematic of the QED experiment. Two counterpropagating laser
beams form an optical lattice. Atoms are transported via this lattice into the high-finesse
mode of an optical cavity, by shifting the frequency of one laser beam. The atom-cavity
system is analyzed with a resonant probe beam that is detected in a heterodyning setup.
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the first observable FORT in the cavity chamber. Later we moved to a more powerful
Ti:Sapphire at 850 nm pumped by an argon-ion and a solid state Verdi, both from Coherent.
Most recently we have employed two tapered amplifier systems, seeded by a single extended-
cavity diode laser. We defer a detailed description of each system until Ch. 6, where we
also discuss their performance in motional manipulation.
In order to create a controllable standing wave, the lattice beams require a phase coher-
ent frequency shift. Two HP signal generators linked via their 10 MHz reference provide
phase coherent radio frequency (RF) signals at frequencies ω1 and ω2. The frequency ω1
remains at 80 MHz while ω2 is modulated about 80 MHz via an external DC-coupled fre-
quency control. The RF signals are then amplified and used to drive two identical AOMs.
This modulation, controlled via Labview and our computer system, can produce a frequency
difference of 10 MHz that can be modulated at 100 kHz. Since the RF frequency is added to
the optical frequency in the AOMs, the difference optical frequency in the lattice is simply
the applied modulation.
The accuracy of the phase coherent frequency shift is measured by mixing the two RF
signals and recording the beat note. We observe that for frequency deviations less than 500
kHz this technique allows lossless atomic positioning, but for larger frequencies the voltage
noise from the computer causes a fast jitter of this frequency that can lead to loss of atoms,
as observed in [104].
5.2.2 FORT Loading and Alignment
A FORT can be loaded from a MOT simply by switching on FORT light after performing
sub-doppler cooling. The dipole potential then confines those atoms with sufficiently small
kinetic energy in the overlap region between the FORT and MOT. However, optimization
of the loading number and temperature requires special loading parameters and precise
alignment. In this experiment, the low FORT beam power produces a relatively shallow
optical potential (on the order of ∼ 100 µK). Also, the relatively small FORT beam waist
of 30 µm further reduces the coupling efficiency of atoms into the FORT.
Alignment of the FORT beam with respect to the MOT is made much simpler if the
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FORT wavelength is close enough to the atomic resonant wavelength, such that both can
propagate in the same single mode optical fiber. The resonant light will perturb the MOT
when correctly overlapped, allowing real-time feedback of FORT position by observing the
MOT on a CCD camera. Once aligned, the FORT will usually trap an observable number
of atoms simply by abruptly switching the MOT light off while the FORT light is left on,
even if no special loading or cooling procedure is used.
A very detailed description of the loading dynamics in dipole force traps can be found
in [105]; here we give the details of our transfer process. Initially the FORT light is off, and
the MOT is loaded from the background vapor. At time t = 0 we lower the repump light
intensity to 3 µW/cm2, while turning on the FORT beam. The detuning of the trapping
light is shifted from 15 MHz to 100 MHz below resonance 20 ms later. At t = 59 ms, the
repump light is shuttered off, which pumps the atoms entirely into the F = 1 state1. Finally
at 60 ms, the MOT beams are ramped off over 1 ms, then shuttered and the magnetic field
is turned off. This transfers a portion of the atoms in the MOT to the FORT.
Great care must be taken to align the FORT lattice beams with one another as this is
an interferometrically sensitive process. Along with extremely rigid mirror mounts and lens
holders, the overlap of the lattice beams in all three dimensions (including along the optical
axis) is necessary for secure atomic transportation. A rough alignment of the system can
be made by maximizing the number of atoms trapped in the lattice. However, this process
is only useful if the lattice is either vertical or the MOT is not located at the foci of the
lattice beams. Otherwise, atoms trapped in the lattice will overlap with atoms trapped
in one of the traveling wave potentials. The second alignment is done by translating the
atoms back and forth over a large distance and observing losses throughout this process.
Optimum alignment is achieved when these losses are minimized. It is possible that during
this process, the number of atoms coupled into the FORT is decreased because the alignment
with the MOT is no longer optimal. However, this is not a serious concern because our
1This technique differs from the sub-doppler cooling process described in 3.3.2. In particular, the tem-
peratures reached with this technique are actually higher (15 − 20 µK), which loads fewer atoms into the
FORT than the first technique. However this is the only way we can make the transfer and still pump the
atoms into the F = 1 state. If this is not done, we observe a decrease in maximum lifetime to < 1 s, possibly
due to ground-excited state collisions.
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ultimate goal is to transport single atoms.
We note that because our cavity defines the correct position of our FORT beams, we
must instead align the MOT with the FORT. This is usually done in a straight forward
manner by moving the MOT coils, which translates the atomic cloud by moving the B-
field zero. However, this process can move the center of the MOT away from the location
zeroed by the trim cois. This can lead to a perturbation of the sub-doppler cooling. In this
case, simply monitoring the FORT signal is not sufficient, as the number of atoms loaded
is affected by both the position and the cooling of the cloud. We find therefore that one
must iterate the alignment process several times, minimizing the temperature each time, to
achieve maximum loading into the FORT.
5.2.3 Cavity Construction
There are several design considerations that enter into the selection of the cavity parameters
r, l, and T . As is often the case in experimental physics, we must make a compromise in
our selection of these parameters because of various constraints of the system. We would
like the cavity to be in the strong coupling regime, which is characterized by an atom-cavity
coupling rate g0 that is much greater than the loss mechanisms from the cavity (κ) and the
atom (γ). Recall from Ch. 4 that g0 ∝ l−3/4r−1/4 for cavities with radius much greater
than their length. We can increase g0 by making the cavity shorter or by choosing mirrors
of a smaller radius of curvature. However, the scaling with the radius is weak, and the
currently available selection of radii is limited for the highly polished mirrors used in our
experiment. Furthermore, it is much more difficult to clean the mirrors with a small radius.
For this reason, we choose a mirror radius of 10 cm, which is easy to clean and allows strong
coupling for lengths of ∼ 100 µm. The length (l = 75 µm) was chosen to be as small as
possible while still allowing transmission of a 30 µm FORT beam. The transmission of the
mirrors only affects κ and not g0. We chose mirrors with the lowest available transmission
of T = 8 ppm to decrease κ ∝ T and maximize the single atom cooperativity parameter
C1 = g20/κγ.
With this selection, we expect cavity parameters:
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κ = 2π · 2.5 · 106 rad/s
F = 400, 000




These values of C1 and N0 easily allow observation of single atoms with single intra-cavity
photons. This value of κ also places less of a demand on the linewidth of the laser used to
excite the cavity, because the ECDLs in our lab typically have a linewidth of 1 MHz.
5.2.3.1 Mirrors and Cleaning
The mirrors used in this experiment were manufactured by REO in Boulder, CO and are
similar to those described in [106]. They are fabricated on a 7.75 mm diameter BK-7 glass
substrate, which is super-polished into plano-concave form with a surface sphericity of much
better than λ/10 at 780 nm and a surface microroughness less than 0.1 nm [106]. An ion-
beam sputtering process produces a mirror transmission of 6-8 ppm over a ∼30 nm range
in wavelength.
The substrate diameter is machined down to 3 mm by REO at 45◦ leaving a 1 mm
diameter surface as shown in Fig. 35. This allows for closer positioning of the mirrors
around the expanding FORT laser beam. It also allows greater optical access for other
beams in the cavity (i.e. Raman beams, repumps beams, diagnostic beams).
Christina Hood gives an excellent and in-depth discussion on the technical aspects of
these mirrors and their cleaning in her doctoral thesis [97]. However, cleaning these small
mirrors is found to be an exceptionally difficult task [107], often resulting in damage of the
expensive coating. Here we detail the particulars of our cleaning process, which has been
moderately successful.





Figure 35: Cleaning of the mirror surface. Tweezers hold a folded piece of lens cleaning
paper, folded into a “U” pattern. The swipe must contact the mirror inside and smoothly
follow the radius of curvature for proper cleaning.
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optical cavity: The mirrors must be free of defects and they must be clean. Unfortunately
they can arrive from REO with either or both of these requirements unfulfilled. We inspect
the mirrors with a dark-field microscope at a magnification of 500x. They are deemed clean
and unblemished when no observable features are present at this magnification. Although
the mirrored surface is 1 mm in diameter, it is sufficient to inspect only the central 250 µm,
because even a hard aperture at this diameter would lead to negligible phase shift and loss
in the cavity [64]. However, we inspect the central 500 µm to allow room for positioning
and alignment of the mirrors. We also arrange a CCD camera to view the mirror surface as
we clean it. This allows a more accurate positioning of the cleaning tissue and a first order
observation of debris on the surface.
There are a set of mirror cleaning tools used in our laboratory, which are kept clean
and are not used for any other tasks. The set consists of a large bag of lens cleaning tissue
(Thorlabs), methanol with water content < 0.01%, powderless and lint-free gloves, a fine
pair of tweezers, and a rubber mirror holder that has a small hole which grips the substrate
and holds it upright during the cleaning process. Cleaning is done in a “clean” hood, which
is constructed of plexiglass and has forced, filtered air introduced at the top. Each cleaning
tissue is cut into 8 pieces. The gloves are selected to be as tight fitting as possible, while
still allowing for free movement. The rubber is used to hold the mirror and also to move
it between the camera and the microscope. This is invaluable as the number of swipes
required to clean a single mirror can be between 10 and 100.
To clean a mirror, we fold a small piece of lens tissue several times until its thickness
matches about 80% of the mirror’s diameter. The “U” made from the last crease in the
tissue is used to swipe the mirror. After the tissue is inserted into the tweezers, a drop
of methanol is applied to the tip. While viewing the surface of the mirror on the video
screen, we bring the tissue to contact the mirror just inside the edge and swipe along the
surface with light to medium pressure matching the curvature of the mirror. This swipe
must be done in one fluid motion and if any doubt exists, it’s always better to swipe with
less pressure and more methanol to avoid damaging the mirror. As mentioned above, the
first inspection can occur on the video screen. If there are any glass pieces, tissue debris,
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or other large particles on the surface of the mirror they can be seen with the CCD camera
if properly lit. If no debris is observable, inspection with the microscope can proceed.
The mirrors can be scratched by glass fragments on the edge of the substrate. It is
therefore very important that each tissue be used only ONE TIME to swipe the mirror.
Even the lens tissue can scratch the surface if there is not enough methanol. However,
too much methanol will simply leave residue on the surface of the mirror, which must be
removed. A scratch is evident through its asymmetry (it is not a gaussian spot) and its
size (hopefully very small). Some streaks appear to be scratches, so it is important not to
discard a mirror until the scratch has been verified. Mirrors with smaller radii of curvature
(5 cm, 2.5 cm) are exceptionally hard to clean due to the extreme concavity. Sometimes it
is possible to angle the tissue to slightly prevent micro-droplets from scattering around and
landing on this surface.
We typically find that given ten mirrors from REO, three cannot be used because of
surface defects from the factory, three will be scratched by us during the cleaning process,
two will be clean but have some blemish or defect we can live with (i.e. outside a central
radius) and two will be flawless. The latter two are typically chosen for the cavity, while
the other two are made into a test cavity, or set aside for future use.
5.2.3.2 Cavity Alignment and Construction
A schematic of the cavity alignment and construction is shown in Fig. 36. After we clean
the mirrors, they are placed in a V-mount and secured by a 0-80 set screw with a rubber
tip. Each V-mount is fastened to a 5-axis translation stage that can translate the mirrors in
three dimensions and tilt in two (rotation about the cavity’s symmetry axis is superfluous).
On one translational axis of the stage, we place a PZT stack for micropositioning of the
cavity mirror during a trial run. We shall refer to this axis, which is parallel to the cavity’s
optical axis, as z. A laser beam waist w0 = 22 µm, matching the cavity’s waist, is focused
in the alignment area and the far cavity mirror is translated until this beam is centered on
the mirror. If the mirror is translated in the x or y directions, the beam can be centered





Mirror 1 Mirror 2
a. b.
c. d.
Figure 36: A schematic of the cavity alignment and construction process. a.) The first
mirror is positioned such that the back-reflected beam travels along the same path. b.) The
second mirror is positioned in the same fashion, and the length is set between mirrors. c.)
Torr-Seal is applied to both mirrors while secured in the V-mounts and the PZT is lowered
until it contacts the adhesive. d.) After the drying process, the set screws on the V-mounts
are released and the finished cavity is lifted away from the jig.
is tilted until the reflected beam travels exactly back upon itself. Since this process also
translates the mirror, we must iterate angular alignment and positioning to achieve proper
placement. Positioning along the z-axis can be achieved by monitoring the spot size of the
reflected beam. If the z position is not correct, this size will be different than that of the
incoming beam.
The near mirror is aligned in an identical fashion. Here we must be careful not to allow
the two to touch as they could become scratched or dirty. Once the second mirror is properly
aligned, we set the length of the cavity by observing the separation on a 100x microscope.
This microscope is first calibrated and then positioned so we can adjust the length with the
translation stage in real time. After the length is set, we check the mirror alignment one
final time before gluing the cavity together. As this point we can make a preliminary test
of our cavity by applying a scanning voltage to the PZT stack on the translation stage. If


























Figure 37: Transmission through cavity. Birefringence is observed if the polarization of the
light is not aligned with the fast or slow cavity axis.
with bungee cords from the ceiling) we will observe cavity modes in the transmission of the
cavity. A good cavity alignment corresponds to the dominance of the TEM00 mode over all
others.
A trace of the cavity transmission is shown in Fig. 37. This image shows transmission
of light through the cavity TEM00 as the length of the cavity is changed. The asymmetry of
the transmission is caused by a slight birefringence of the cavity, which shifts the resonance
frequency depending on polarization. In the experiment, we use only linearly polarized light
rotate to either the fast or slow axis in the cavity. This eliminates the observed asymmetry
from the cavity transmission. The birefringence is probably induced by the stress placed
on the mirrors in the mounting process.
After testing, small drops of Torr-Seal low vapor pressure epoxy are applied to the
top side of each mirror. We apply only as much epoxy as needed to avoid stress induced
birefringence [97] of the cavity. A third translation stage holds a rectangular PZT above
the cavity. This PZT is 13 mm x 13 mm x 1.3 mm, and made of lead zirconate titanate








Figure 38: An image of the cavity mount inside the vacuum chamber.
not the mirrors. The epoxy is allowed to dry for a period of at least 4 hours after which we
remove the set screws and hoist the new cavity from its V-mounts.
Prior to gluing of the cavity mirrors, we solder a very thin wire to the top of the
PZT for voltage control. We use a very small amount of flux-free silver solder to avoid
vacuum problems. The cavity is then adhered to a copper mount (Fig. 38) with electrically
conductive UHV epoxy (Epotek H21D). This mount is suspended with 4 Cu-Be springs from
the top of the cavity vacuum chamber. Cu-Be (98% Cu and 2% Be, ire diameter: 0.017”,
turns / inch: 20, Spring diameter: 0.255”) is non-magnetic and offers the same elasticity of
copper with a much higher strength, making it an ideal spring material. In a first iteration,
we used slightly magnetic stainless steel (302 ANSI), which affected the MOT and shook
the cavity mount when the MOT coils were turned on and off.
Good mechanical isolation requires a combination of a low-frequency suspension system
for the mount and a rigid cavity structure with high-frequency mechanical resonances. The
first order resonance frequency of a suspension system with a mass m and spring constant

























Figure 39: Passive cavity stability is shown in transmission over 100 s. The cavity length






However, the limiting factor in creating many cavity suspension systems is not the mass
or spring constants, but the available space. As larger masses are combined with weaker
springs, the extension of the springs requires a large distance. A simple calculation shows






Thus the 2 cm extension in our cavity mount gives us a mechanical resonance of ωres =
2π · 3.5 Hz.
To the best of our knowledge, our passive cavity stability is unmatched in performance
among high-finesse micro-cavities. Fig. 39 shows a plot of cavity transmission versus time.
For this data, the cavity is tuned on resonance with our stable voltage source (see Sec.
5.2.4.2 but no feedback is applied to the system. We excite the cavity with only 100 pW
to avoid thermal self-locking [108, 109, 110] of the cavity, a process that would skew the
results of this measurement.
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5.2.4 Cavity Length Control
We must actively lock the cavity length for long term stability and also to avoid thermal
fluctuations when the FORT laser beam is passed through. Many cavity QED experiments
employ either a “chop-lock” technique [78, 111] or a dual beam reference cavity technique
[84, 83] for this task. In a chop-lock, a strong locking signal is alternated with a weak probe
beam, locking the cavity during the chop phase and allowing it to drift freely during the
probe phase. The quality of this lock is determined by the duration of the probe phase. As
observed in Fig. 39, our cavity could be unlocked over a very long time of 10 s or more, if
unperturbed. However, when the FORT laser is shone through the two mirrors, absorption
of this beam leads to strong thermal fluctuations that prohibit such long unlocking phases.
Nevertheless, we can still perform experiments of duration 100-200 ms without significant
cavity drift by using a modified chop-lock technique.
Alternatively, one can lock the cavity using a second beam of light that is any integer
number of FSR’s detuned from the resonance frequency [83, 84]. This light need not effect
the atoms if it is made weak enough and at a large detuning. The frequency of this second
beam must be stabilized to the resonant light by using an additional reference cavity. This is
used by other groups and we are currently developing this technique for future experiments.
However, the complexity of such a lock was unnecessary for the experiments in this thesis.
We present the technical details of our locking system over the next few pages, along
with performance data and design considerations. Section 5.2.4.1 introduces expressions
for cavity transmission as a function of length and shows the ultra-high sensitivity of our
cavity. We then discuss length control via a PZT and the voltage stability required in an
electronic control circuit. In section 5.2.4.2, the electronic control system is detailed with
particular attention paid to the battery box and its transfer function. Finally we discuss
how the lock is engaged, and report on the performance of the locking system in section
5.2.4.3.
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5.2.4.1 Basic Feedback loop





1 + (2F/π)2 sin2(πω/FSR)
(73)
Here F=2π/losses is the finesse of the cavity, Itrans and Iinc are the transmitted and incident
intensities, and FSR=c/2l is the free spectral range of the cavity. When locking the cavity,










One can easily verify that κ is the half-width-half-max (HWHM) linewidth of the cavity
and ω0 is a resonance frequency. Here, κ is given by FSR2F . For a single cavity mode, we
may express the resonance frequency in terms of the cavity length as







Where n is the longitudinal order of the cavity mode. Thus for a small change in length ∆l
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(77)
Where ∆l is the length deviation from the resonance length l0, corresponding to the reso-
nance frequency ω0 Alternatively, we may express the linewidth of the cavity in terms of a










If we wish to stabilize the length of our cavity to less than 1/10th of its linewidth, we must
stabilize the mirror separation to ∼ 7 ·10−15 m!
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We actively lock the cavity on resonance by directly monitoring the cavity transmission
and adjusting the voltage across the cavity PZT to stabilize this transmission. The fractional





Where d31 is the piezo electric constant of our crystal (225 ·10−12 m/V), l is the length of
the active area of the PZT (for us this corresponds to 5 mm, the gluing separation between
the mirrors), t is the thickness of the PZT given above, and V is the applied voltage. This
gives a calculated λ/2 voltage of ∼450 V at 780 nm. However, we measure this value to be
1250 V possibly due to adhering of the PZT to the copper block. The measured λ/2 voltage
translates to a voltage stability requirement of 23 µV to maintain the cavity on resonance.
Since we must be able to tune the length over λ/2 to bring the cavity on resonance, this
means our cavity electronics must have eight digits of precision. We will discuss this device
in the next section.
5.2.4.2 Control Electronics
A schematic of the control setup is shown in Fig. 40. The basic idea is that we detect
the cavity transmission peak and apply a DC-offset such that the zero point corresponds
to the side of this peak. An error signal is derived, manipulated, and returned to the PZT
via control electronics. This “side-locking” technique is more simple than an FM technique
like the Pound-Drever-Hall method [114, 115], but leads to a offset in the cavity resonance
frequency.
Light from the cavity is detected in a heterodyne setup described in section 5.2.5. An
RF spectrum analyzer then detects the beat note introduced by heterodyning with zero
span at a bandwidth of 100 kHz. The video-out signal from the spectrum analyzer is split
and sent to the data collection computer and an SRS pre-amp where it is amplified 10 dB
and filtered with a 12 dB/Oct low pass filter at 10 kHz. A DC-offset adjusts the output of
the pre-amp such that the zero crossing occurs on the side of the cavity transmission peak.









































Figure 41: Battery box used to drive the cavity PZT. A “digital” potentiometer, fashioned
out of a 10 way switch and ten 1 MΩ resistors selects a voltage range from the high voltage
batteries. Capacitor C1 acts as a buffer for this voltage, while an AC-input controls fine
motion of the cavity. Potentiometers R1 and R2 offer mid-range control at the low and high
voltage ranges respectively.
A PI controller with a second DC-offset is used to tailor the output signal for optimum
locking. Recall from above that only a few tens of µV are needed to move over the cavity
linewidth. We thus attenuate the output of the PI controller with a 1/100 voltage divider to
reduce noise and improve the cavity lock. A slow resistive switch, made with a single turn
10k potentiometer switches between the output of the voltage divider and a ramp generator.
This generator allows us to scan the PZT and bring the cavity onto resonance for locking.
The output of the resistive switch is then connected to the AC-input of our cavity battery
box.
The cavity battery box allows operation over 8 digits of dynamic range. Batteries exhibit
wonderfully low voltage noise and have no inherent reference to ground. We exploit this
fact in our battery box design, shown in Fig. 41. Three 500 V Eveready flash batteries
(No. 497, NEDA 741) in series provide the DC voltage needed to tune the cavity over
λ/2. A “digital” potentiometer is constructed from a ten-way rotary switch and ten 1 MΩ
resistors. This allows us to select a coarse voltage range to work in. Mid range adjustment
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is accomplished by adjusting two 10-turn 100 kΩ potentiometers, R1 and R2.




1 + C1sRt + CPZT sRt
(80)
Where Rt is the parallel resistance of the top and bottom portions of the voltage divider, s
= jω, and CPZT = 2.5nF is the capacitance of the cavity PZT. If we choose C1 >> CPZT
we can neglect the last term in the denominator, which gives a transfer function of 1 (In our
system, C1 is 20 nF). For a detailed discussion on transfer functions and their application
in control theory we direct the reader to [116]. We measure an RMS noise of less than 1
µV from this battery box, which provides excellent locking of the cavity.
5.2.4.3 Locking Performance
In order to lock the cavity, we observe the transmission on the spectrum analyzer and scan
the cavity PZT with the ramp generator while moving the transmission peak into the center
of the scanning range with the mid-level potentiometers. The proportional feedback is left
on, while the integral feedback remains initially off. The scan amplitude is reduced until the
peak fills the screen at which point we adjust the resistive switch to engage the lock. The
extreme voltage sensitivity of the cavity length requires a very low proportional feedback.
With this method, it is simple to see if the proportional gain is too high, as the error signal
will begin to oscillate at some point in the lock engagement. Once the proportional control
has been properly adjusted and the lock has been fully engaged, the integral feedback is
turned on locking the cavity on transition.
The locking time is given essentially by the integrator circuit in the PI control. Once
this circuit reaches the rail voltage of the power supply, the cavity has drifted out of lock-
ing range and we lose the lock. This locking time can be augmented by an individual
(typically the graduate student running the experiment) by observing the output of the
PI controller. As this output reaches a voltage rail, and adjustment can be made with a
mid-range potentiometer. With this technique the cavity can be locked for hours.
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During the experiment we unlock the cavity to observe changes in the transmission due
to atom-cavity interaction. This is done by sending a TTL pulse to the blanking input of
the SRS pre-amp in Fig. 40 at the time we wish to observe an atomic signal. This in turn
sends a zero error signal to the PI controller, indicating that nothing should be changed
during the blanking cycle. The P of the control outputs 0 V, while the integrator remains at
whatever previous value it was set at, holding the cavity’s transmission stable. It is possible
to remove the very slight natural drift of the cavity length by adjusting the DC-offset in
the PI control. When the SRS sends its blanking signal to the PI, the small DC-offset will
compensate for drift by slowly adjusting the integrator. In practice, one simply adjusts this
offset until the cavity transmission remains constant during the blanking phase.
5.2.5 Balanced Heterodyne detection
Heterodyne detection is a very powerful technique for measuring both the amplitude and
phase of optical signals. Additionally, it offers a 3dB improvement in signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) over an ideal noiseless detector. For a detailed discussion of heterodyne theory and
performance, refer to [112]. Below we briefly highlight the theory behind this detection
method. Then we discuss our heterodyne measurement setup.
A typically weak signal (Sig) beam is overlapped with a stronger phase coherent local
oscillator (LO). This results in the field amplitude:
Ed = Al eiωlt + As eiωst (81)
with Al = |Al| eiφl , As = |As| eiφs and ωl, ωs the amplitude and frequency of the LO and
Sig beams respectively. The intensity seen by the detector is thus:
I ∝ |Al eiωlt + As eiωst|2
I ∝ |Al|2 + |As|2 + 2|Al||As| cos((ωl − ωs)t + (φl − φs))
(82)
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The product of this intensity with the detector area gives the incident optical power:
P = Pl + Ps + 2
√
PlPs cos((ωl − ωs)t + (φl − φs))
(83)
Which is converted inside the detector to a photocurrent and then to a voltage via Ohm’s
law:
V = i 50 Ω = η P 50 Ω (84)
Where η is the optical power to photocurrent conversion in A/W. Typically the power in
the LO is many orders of magnitude larger than the power in the Sig beam, allowing us to
approximate:
V ≈ Vl + 2
√
VlVs cos((ωl − ωs)t + (φl − φs))
(85)
We see that the AC component of this signal oscillates at (ωl − ωs) with an amplitude of
2
√
VlVs. This allows us to selectively detect the Sig beam at the known difference frequency.
By increasing the power in the LO, we can optically amplify this signal with virtually no
added noise, which allows us to easily overcome electronic detector noise.
Variations in the intensity of the LO beam can lead to unwanted noise at the selected
detection frequency. Balanced heterodyne detection avoids this problem by incorporating
a second detector as shown in Fig. 42. Here the light from the LO and Sig. beams is
combined on a beam splitter and detected with two identical detectors. A π phase shift due
to reflection in one arm gives the two signals:
V1 = Vl/2 + Vs/2 +
√
VlVs cos((ωl − ωs)t + (φl − φs))
V2 = Vl/2 + Vs/2−
√
VlVs cos((ωl − ωs)t + (φl − φs))
(86)











Figure 42: A schematic of the dual heterodyne detection scheme. The signal and local
oscillator beams are combined on a beamsplitter and detected with EOT ET-2030 low
noise silicon pin detectors. A bias-T sends only the AC component of this signal to a 30 dB
amplifier. The signals are then subtracted and sent to a spectrum analyzer for measurement.
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In our experiment, we use balanced heterodyne detection to measure very weak light
signals from the cavity in real time. Light from the cavity laser, locked 211 MHz below
the F = 2 to F ′ = 3 transition, is split into the LO and Sig beams. The local oscillator
is passed directly to the heterodyning setup (see Fig. 42) while the signal beam is passed
through two AOMs of non-commensurate frequency (i.e. 104 MHz and 107 MHz) which
add to 211 MHz. This is done so that we do not obtain spurious RF pickup of harmonics
at this frequency. The now resonant signal beam drives the cavity mode, which is then
coupled to a SMPM optical fiber and brought to the heterodyne setup. There, the light
is recombined with the LO on a 50/50 beamsplitter and detected with two identical EOT
ET-2030 silicon pin detectors.
A 24 dB amplifier (ZFL-500LN) then multiplies these voltages by ∼ √250 before they
are subtracted from one another and sent to a spectrum analyzer. This signal is detected
on the spectrum analyzer set at zero span at 211 MHz and recorded by the computer via
the video-out port.
5.3 Experimental Results in Cavity QED
In this section, we will describe the results obtained in the cavity QED experiment. We will
first show preliminary results obtained with only a single FORT beam and no optical lattice
where we observe atomic signals, optical bistability, and a record-high atomic cooperativity
parameter. Data from optically transported atoms via our optical lattice will then be
presented. Finally we will show delivery of a single atom into the cavity mode, and discuss
the current limitation in this experimental apparatus.
5.3.1 Alignment and Initial Observations
In our first experiment, atoms are collected in the MOT and “funnelled” into the cavity
mode via a traveling wave dipole force trap that overlaps both the MOT and the cavity.
We observe atomic passage through the cavity mode as modifications in the transmission
of a resonant cavity probe beam detected with a heterodyning setup (see Sec. 5.2.5). The
alignment of the FORT laser is critical due to the small size of the cavity mode and FORT







Figure 43: A schematic of the mirror spacing, cavity probe beam, and FORT beam drawn
to scale. The alignment of this system is very delicate.
cavity. After this alignment, we observe a remarkably efficient loading mechanism allowing
observation of an atomic cooperativity parameter C=Ng20/γκ of 5400, almost two orders of
magnitude larger than previous work [117].
Step 1
First, we align the vertical FORT beam through the cavity by observing its transmission
on an infrared (IR)-card or IR-scope. The beam is properly aligned when it passes through
the center of the mirrors and exhibits minimal distortion. One needs five degrees of freedom
for proper alignment of this system because the focus must overlap exactly at the center of
the cavity (3), and pass through the plane defined by the mirror gap (2). For this system, we
simply used a 5-axis translation stage, however one can also use two 2-axis mirror mounts
and a 1-D translation stage for the z-positioning of the focus. This rough alignment does
not guarantee that the waists of the cavity and FORT beams overlap. Indeed Fig. 43 shows
that this final alignment is much more difficult to achieve.
Step 2
Once the FORT has been aligned to the cavity, a second alignment process overlaps
the MOT with the FORT to ensure proper loading. This is done by moving the MOT
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coils with a translation stage. Initially, resonant light can be inserted into the fiber along
with the FORT beam to make a rough alignment of the MOT location. Even for very
small powers, the MOT will be greatly perturbed by this light. Observing this perturbation
with a CCD camera allows for real-time feedback of the MOT alignment. However, since
the traveling wave does not provide confinement in the vertical direction, we must retro-
reflect the beam to make an optical lattice to observe loading into the FORT. In a lattice,
the atoms are supported against gravity and we can measure a fluorescence signal from
trapped atoms after the MOT has fallen away. This signal is proportional to the number
of atoms trapped in the FORT and enables us position the MOT to maximize this number.
Our MOT contains about 106 atoms, of which about 10% are typically transferred to the
FORT. Although this is far from optimal [105], our ultimate goal is to work with single
atoms in the cavity.
Step 3
A final alignment process overlaps the FORT beam with the cavity mode by monitoring
the transmission of resonant light through the cavity as the atoms are guided by the FORT.
The FORT beam is swept through the mirror gap until a drop in transmission is observed.
We then increase the power and iterate the alignment process. In this way the coupling
into the cavity mode can be maximized.
The data in Fig. 44 shows transmission through the cavity for several different input
powers as the atom cloud is guided through the cavity mode. Here, the cavity is detuned
δc=2π · 4 × 106 rad/s below both the atom’s (ωa) and the probe beam’s (ωl) frequency.
Although the atomic profile in the vertical direction is approximately gaussian, we observe
abrupt switching of the transmission signal. For the lowest powers, spikes in the trans-
mission at the leading and trailing edges of the cloud indicate individual atomic transits
through the cavity mode.
The abrupt nonlinearity of the cavity transmission discussed above is due to the absorp-
tive bistability of the system resulting from a saturable medium interacting with the cavity.
In this case, the saturable medium is in the form of many radiating atoms [117, 118, 119].








































Figure 44: The transmissions of four different probe beam powers are plotted versus time












































Figure 45: Output versus input intensity for several values of the cooperativity C. These
plots were generated using Eqn: 87 and δc/κ = 1.66. Note the onset of bistability at C=15.
input intensity) between input and output intensities is given by [120]:
Y = X[(1 + 2Cχ)2 + (δc/κ)2] (87)
where X = (Io)/(IsatT ) and Y = (Ii)/(IsatT ) are the output and input intensities nor-
malized to the saturation intensity Isat and cavity transmission T (we convert between the
values of X and Y and the measured power with P = XTI0πw20/2), δc is the cavity detuning
from the atomic resonance and
χ = 3 ln[((1 +
√
(1 + 8X/3))/2)]/(2X). (88)
The value of 8/3 appearing in the expression for χ is a geometrical factor obtained by
averaging over the standing wave gaussian profile in the cavity. This is valid because the
cloud of atoms inserted into the cavity is localized to ∼ wFORT =30 µm, which spans many
nodes of the cavity field (spaced at (λ = 780nm/2). For values of C>15 Eq. 87 predicts
two stable output intensities for certain values of the input intensity.
We can measure this bistability directly by allowing the atomic cloud to enter the cavity
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Figure 46: A plot of cavity input power versus output power. This data was collected in
1 ms while the center of the atomic cloud overlapped the cavity mode. The curve shows a
plot from Eqn. 87 with C=200.
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over a timescale that is much shorter than the cloud transit time. We assume here that
the cooperativity is constant during this probe. The results of this measurement are shown
in Fig. 46 where the hysteresis is clearly evident. These data are taken from a single
experimental run in real time, unlike the experiments of [117, 118] performed with atomic
beams. We fit a bistability curve with C = 200 to this data with good agreement at higher
powers and for the switching points. For lower powers, the agreement is less satisfactory
although the noise floor of the heterodyne measurement complicates the analysis of this
data.
The data in Fig. 44 corresponds to a slightly different situation. Here, the input power to
the cavity is held constant while the atom number and hence the cooperativity C is changed.
We can understand this behavior by plotting the output power versus cooperativity (as
done in Fig. 47). For each of these powers, we see two distinct regions of high and low
transmission. As the atomic cloud enters and leaves the cavity, we move to the right and
then back to the left on these curves. The sharp drop in observed cavity transmission
corresponds to crossing into the low transmission region. Also, the asymmetry observed in
Fig. 44 corresponds to the bistability observed for higher input powers in Fig. 47.
5.3.2 Observations of Large Atomic Cooperativity
We saw in the last section that the response of the cavity transmission to the introduction
of many atoms is described quite well by the theory of absorptive optical bistability. We
have used this technique to measure the number of atoms coupled into the cavity mode
by implicitly solving the bistability equation (Eq. 87) for C with known input and output
parameters. Then, by increasing the probe power, we can map out the cooperativity versus
time.
For this experiment, we use a Ti:Sapphire laser (described in detail in Ch. 6) at 850
nm with a power of 400 mW focused to 22 µm, which increased the trap depth to 240
µK. Additionally we introduce an additional repump beam (as in [83]) perpendicular to the
cavity axis to prevent atoms from being pumped into the F = 1 state, which is dark to the








































Figure 47: A plot of the output power versus cooperativity for several input powers. These
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Figure 48: Transmission curves at several different input powers as the atomic cloud enters
the cavity. The data from the abrupt drop in transmission is fitted to bistability curves in
Fig. 49 to extract cooperativity data.
last experiment. This laser offered improved loading from the MOT which allowed larger
numbers of atoms to be coupled into the cavity.
Fig. 48 shows the results of these measurements with higher probe beam powers. We
observe switching of larger probe powers at later times, corresponding to a higher number
of intracavity atoms. For powers greater than 31,200 pW, the transmission does not drop
during the atomic transit. We plot the data points from Fig. 48 against bistability curves
in Fig. 49 (Top). From these fits, we can extract a cooperativity parameter from each data
set. These values of C are given in Fig. 49 (Bottom). Cooperativities of up to 5400 were
measured, corresponding to a maximum intracavity atom number of ∼100 and an atomic
density of ∼ 1010 cm−3 inside the cavity. The maximum switched probe output power is 8
nW, corresponding to an intracavity intensity of 7 × 105Isat. It is remarkable that such a
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Figure 49: (Top):Data from Fig. 48 are fitted to bistability curves to extract cooperativity
data. (Bottom) These data map out the atomic cooperativity inside the cavity versus time.
The maximum value of 5400 is the highest atomic cooperativity ever observed to date.
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5.3.3 Optically Transported Atoms in the Cavity
The next experiment allows groups of transported atoms to be deterministically introduced
into the cavity. This system has demonstrated atoms transported back and forth through
the cavity mode, as well as the delivery of a single atom. The previous two experiments
utilized a FORT to guide atoms from the MOT into the cavity mode. Although these atoms
do not randomly enter the cavity after ballistic expansion from a MOT as in [77, 111] or
from an atomic fountain as in [121, 79, 82, 122],individual atomic arrival time is determined
by the random distribution of atoms in the cooled atomic cloud.
For this experiment, we add a second FORT beam that is tuneable in frequency over
∆ν = ±1 MHz counterpropagating to the first to create a standing wave. The second
beam is derived from the same Ti:Sapphire laser used in the previous experiment and its
frequency is modulated with an AOM as described in section 5.2.1. Since the light from
the Ti: Sapphire has to be split into two beams, there is only 200 mW available per beam.
However, because the optical lattice has four times the trap depth of a traveling wave trap,
the trap depth at the focus increases to 480 µK. Near the MOT, the beam diverges to a
waist of 185 µm, decreasing the trap depth to only 7 µK.
The standing wave potential generated by interfering the two beams is given by Eq 69:





w(z)2 cos2(π∆νt− kz). (89)
This represents a lattice that retains its gaussian profile in the transverse direction but








along the z axis. Thus we can transport these atoms into the cavity simply by adjusting
this difference frequency. This technique of moving neutral atoms was first demonstrated
by Meschede et al [104], however they do not use a cavity in their system.
Some atoms are not bound in the lattice, but are still guided by the transverse optical






















Figure 50: Optically transported atoms into the cavity mode. A trace of the normalized
cavity transmission versus time shows atoms delivered to the cavity 21 ms before the un-
bound atoms at an acceleration of 1.6 g. This data was taken with an input power of 2
pW.
atoms that is present in all the data sets containing delivered atoms as well. However, these
atoms are distinctly discernable from other features and shall be omitted when appropriate.
It is conceivable that a reduction of the trap losses and improvement in lattice contrast could
eliminate this signal altogether.
Our first demonstration of atomic delivery is shown in Fig. 50. Here atoms trapped
in the wells of the lattice are accelerated at 1.6 g to a maximum speed of 53 cm/s. The
input power into the cavity for these measurements is 2 pW, which allows observation of
the single atom trickle observable at the leading edge of the unbound atomic signal.
By reducing the intensity of the MOT beams and increasing the field gradient of the
MOT coils, we can reduce the atomic loading into the lattice such that the average number
of atoms loaded is much less than one. Delivery of a single atom is shown in Fig. 51. Unlike
[123], we do not have the imaging capability to independently verify that we have indeed
loaded exactly one atom. However, for this data we have lowered the number of atoms
loaded into the lattice such that we observe only one transit signal in twenty iterations.
We thus argue along the same lines as [77, 78, 80] that when an atomic signal is observed,
it is indeed due to a single atom. A more rigorous verification of the atom number would
have been possible, if the lifetime of the lattice trap had allowed us to hold the atom in






















Figure 51: A single atom delivered into the cavity. This atom arrives 21 ms before the
unbound atoms arrive into the cavity mode.
In a final demonstration of atomic delivery, we accelerate the occupied lattice sites
down into the cavity mode. The trapped atoms pass through the cavity and are brought
momentarily to rest. Then they pass through the cavity again as the lattice velocity is
reversed and they are returned to their original position. A time series of the atoms being
lowered down to the cavity is shown in Fig. 52. The maximum velocity of the atoms is 30
cm/s, and the maximum acceleration imparted is 1.5 g. The graph in Fig. 53 (Bottom)
shows the position and velocity of the lattice sites measured relative to the cavity axis, while
Fig. 53 (Top) shows the cavity transmission for this event.
The unbound atoms are detected at 55 ms (as in every trace) as a dip in the transmission.
The two thinner and more pronounced drops in transmission are due to the atom packet
tightly confined in the lattice moving back and forth through the cavity mode. The gradual
drop in transmission seen on the far right side of the top graph in Fig. is due to heating of
the cavity mirrors by the FORT laser beam.
We can calculate the positional uncertainty in the second pass through the cavity based
on the known position of the first. This allows us to assign a figure of merit to the deter-
ministic delivery of the second group of atoms into the cavity. Fig. 54 shows the results of
this measurement. Time is measured between the points at which the cavity transmission
falls to 10% in the first and the second atomic passage through the cavity mode. Data
is collected from 70 different experimental runs and converted from temporal uncertainty
into positional uncertainty using the known velocity during the second atomic passage. An
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Figure 52: An image series of the atoms trapped in the optical lattice as they are lowered
into the cavity and returned. In the first image, the unbound atomic cloud can be seen as
it falls away from the trapped atoms in the lattice. Losses out of the lattice trap can be
seen in the weak atomic signal of the last images. The transmission of the cavity for this




















































Figure 53: (Top) Transmission of the cavity probe beam shows a group of ∼ 5 atoms
transported first down and then back up through the cavity. The first dip in transmission
at 55 ms is due to unbound atoms as they fall through the cavity (240 pW probe power).
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Figure 54: A histogram plot of positional uncertainty in atomic delivery. This plot repre-
sents data collected from 70 data sets.
RMS deviation in the position of 4.6 µm is observed. We expect positional control of the
lattice to be better than λ/2 = 0.43µm as in [104], a factor of 10 smaller than observed.
However, we attribute this uncertainty to trap losses during the abrupt reversal of velocity
rather than errors in the optical positioning system. If atoms are lost from the lattice, the
maximum cooperativity will be reduced. This will cause fluctuations in the point at which
the transmission falls. The random nature of these losses then produces uncertainty in the
cooperativity versus time, which is what we have recorded. Note however, that this never-
theless allows accurate positioning to within ∼1/4 of the cavity waist with a corresponding
reduction of only 6% in the atom-cavity coupling g(r).
5.4 Summary of Cavity QED Experiment
We have realized a cavity QED system with optically trapped and transported atoms.
Initial observations indicate that our unique cavity design, suspension system, and electronic
control system produce an optical cavity with a passive length stability that is unsurpassed.
Groups of atoms can be deterministically delivered to the cavity mode. The delivery of
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this large atomic density into a strongly coupled cavity system provide for a measured
atomic cooperativity C up to 5400, the largest observed in a system to date for atom cavity
systems. The successful demonstration of this scalable trapping geometry opens exciting
opportunities in the implementation of quantum gate protocols, and quantum information
networking.
A major limitation in the achievement of deterministic coupling of a single atom to the
mode of our cavity is the heating of the cavity mirrors induced by the trapping laser. This
heating is shown to be responsible for large movements of the cavity length, in spite of only
minimal absorption by the glass mirrors. A solution to this problem is presented in the form
of an off-resonant locking system, which is currently under construction in our laboratory.
5.5 Current Experimental Limitations
The preliminary results from this experiment are limited mainly by two factors: First, the
lifetime of the optical lattice trap is on the order of the transit time from the location of
the MOT to the cavity. Furthermore, the translation of the lattice sites causes additional
losses from the trap. Second, a portion of the light from the FORT laser is absorbed by
the cavity mirrors, which causes thermal fluctuations in the length and thus the resonance
frequency of the cavity. Below we highlight details of each of these limitations.
The most troubling limit is the losses associated with positioning the atoms. Our quan-
tum computing scheme (see section 4.1) relies on the ability to deterministically position
single atoms within the mode of a high-finesse optical cavity for the duration of a cal-
culation. A large portion of our efforts at Georgia Tech have recently been devoted to
characterizing and improving both the lifetime and the positioning integrity of the optical
lattice. A detailed discussion of this work will be provided in the next section.
We have calculated that the cavities resonance frequency will shift one linewidth in 10 ms
due to thermal expansion if the cavity mirrors absorb only 0.04% of the FORT beam power.
We cannot accurately determine the amount of power absorbed by the frosted glass on the
coned tip of these mirrors, because vacuum windows and other components attenuate the
FORT beam more than the cavity. However, even for a perfectly focused gaussian beam,
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the aperture defined by the cavity mirrors blocks 0.15% of the light. This illustrates a
somewhat fundamental problem with our scheme. In order to produce a lattice trap that
does not cause decoherence due to excessive photon scattering, the detuning of the FORT
must be large. But this large detuning demands a large power to maintain adequate trap
depth. This large power must be focused between the mirrors of the cavity, which must be
kept close together to produce a strongly coupled atom-cavity system.
As a result, we must either produce a thermal shield (such as a gold coating of the coned
surface) or encorparate a locking scheme that does not affect the atoms while in the cavity,
such that it can remain on during the experiments. In fact, we have chosen to implement
a similar locking system to that used by the Kimble group [83] and the Rempe group [84].
In this scheme, a second laser copropagating with the cavity probe beam but detuned by
exactly one FSR is used to lock the cavity. This system requires a second transfer cavity and
an additional laser but produces a locking system that does not affect the atoms because of




EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS IN ATOMIC POSITIONING
As mentioned in the last chapter, a major limitation in the successful implementation of our
quantum computing scheme has been the atomic positioning control. Heating and losses
in the stationary optical lattice, as well as additional losses from atomic transportation,
currently limit this control to those results already presented in Ch. 5. We have expended
a great deal of effort characterizing and improving this mechanism, which is the subject of
the next few sections.
6.1 Heating and Loss Mechanisms in FORTs
There are several well documented heating and loss mechanisms in traveling wave dipole
force traps, including off-resonant atomic excitation [102], parametric heating due to in-
tensity fluctuations and pointing instabilities [124], photoassociative collisional losses [125],
and ground state polarization dependent dipole force fluctuation heating [51, 126]. We can
rule out the latter possibility, because these are induced by elliptical polarizations in the
FORT laser beam, where our beams are linear. Also we do not believe that photoassociative
collisional losses play a role in our trap, because they exhibit a unique wavelength depen-
dance that we did not observe. Below, we will describe the first two heating mechanisms
and their predicted loss rates.
6.1.1 Absorption and Spontaneous Re-emmision
Absorption and spontaneous re-emission of trapping photons cause heating due to their
random nature [127]. Fluctuations in absorption lead to an average increase in kinetic
energy corresponding to the recoil energy per photon:





Where M is the mass of the atom and λ is the atom’s resonant wavelength. The re-
emmission process contributes the same amount of energy so that for every scattering event,
the total kinetic energy increases on average by 2Erec. For a red-detuned 3D harmonic trap,
where the kinetic energy of the atoms is much less than the trap depth (kBT << U), this







This equation predicts a linear heating of the atoms in the trap, for it does not depend
on the temperature itself. However, the condition kBT << U is not fulfilled once the atom
has undergone significant heating because a hot atom will spend more time in regions of
lower intensity and scattering rate, lowering the effective heating rate. We can nevertheless
deduce the relevant timescale for heating an atom out of the trap by comparing the increase







The trap depth vanishes from this expression, which clearly shows the advantage of large
detunings. Indeed, if this were the only heating mechanism, one would expect the lifetime of
the trap to linearly increase with detuning. Of course, this expression is only valid for a two-
level atom. For multi-level atoms, like those used in most cooling and trapping experiments,
the detuning relative to each transition must be taken into account (such as in Eq. 64). The
corrections to the scattering rate for those wavelengths used in our experiment (781.2 nm,
783.4 nm, 850 nm) are always less than a factor of two, so that this expression still leads
us to the relevant timescales. Fig. 55 shows the expected lifetime versus wavelength of the
trapping light. We see that even for the smallest detunings shown, corresponding to 781
nm, a lifetime of almost 3 s can be expected, whereas for 850 nm, we should see lifetimes
τ > 100 s. We note that this heating process is fundamental and sets a lower (although

























Figure 55: Calculated lifetime of 87Rb in FORT due only to heating from spontaneous
scattering of photons. Here, only the interaction of the light with the D2 line is taken into
account. This removes a singularity at the D1 line, but does not change the timescale of
the heating process for relevant wavelengths.
6.1.2 Intensity Fluctuations and Pointing Instabilities
Non-fundamental technical heating due to intensity fluctuations and pointing instabilities
can dominate trap losses if they occur at the right (or more appropriately, the wrong)
frequencies. Savard et al. [124] have shown that a laser with a one-sided power spectrum of




Where 〈E〉 is the average kinetic energy of the trapped atoms and ωtr is the trap frequency.
We see that the average energy in the trap increases exponentially and that this process is
parametric because it depends on the second harmonic of the trap frequency [128]. For a
multi-dimensional trap with more than one frequency, there is a contribution from each fre-
quency that is weighted according to the distribution of kinetic energy among the individual
dimensions. In particular, in the case of equal energy distribution, the effective heating rate
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is the mean heating rate in the x, y, and z directions. Ironically, one can exploit this loss
mechanism to experimentally verify the trap frequencies as done in [129]. An example of
frequency measurement by parametric resonance is given in Fig. 67.
Pointing instabilities can also lead to heating in dipole force traps. Fluctuations in the




Where Sx(ω) is the one-sided spectrum of position fluctuations in the trap center. This
heating mechanism is not parametric, for it occurs at the trap frequency itself. Furthermore
it is a linear heating mechanism, unlike intensity fluctuations.
This heating mechanism is also responsible for losses induced by frequency fluctuations
in the trap laser. A mismatch in path lengths combines with these fluctuations to produce
a shift in the trap center along the propagation axis. If the frequency of these fluctuations
matches the trap frequency, it can lead to the loss rate mentioned above.
6.1.3 Estimating Trap Loss
For those heating mechanisms that do not depend explicitly on the density and hence the
number of atoms in the trap, we can calculate the loss rate from the trap using the same
fundamental principles as those used in evaporative cooling [130, 131] by adding a heating
term. The rate of change of energy in the trap is given by:
˙〈Ekin〉N = ˙〈Eheat〉N + ∂E
∂N
Ṅ (96)
Where 〈Ekin〉 is the kinetic energy per atom, and ˙〈Eheat〉 is the heating rate. The change
in kinetic energy of the atoms is simply the heating rate minus the energy taken away by
each atom that leaves the trap. This equation can lead to complicated dynamics, especially
if ˙〈Eheat〉 depends explicitly on 〈Ekin〉. However, we are only interested in the steady state
solution of this equation where ˙〈Ekin〉=0 and hence the temperature of the atoms is constant
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such that the heating is balanced by losses from the trap. In this approximation, the loss
rate for all such heating mechanisms will be exponential:
− ˙〈Eheat〉N = ∂E
∂N
Ṅ (97)




and the energy taken away by each atom to be the trap depth U , we arrive at the following
equation for the number of atoms in the trap versus time:
N = N0 e−t/τ (99)
With τ defined as above in Eqn: 93. Agreeing with the estimated lifetime given in section
6.1.1.
6.2 Free Running Diode FORT system
The first experiments implement a free running diode laser tuned 3-5 nm above the Rb D2
line. This laser is split into two beams of equal power and passed through two AOMs before
being coupled into separate SMPM optical fibers. The light out of each fiber is collimated by
a 6.8 mm aspheric lens, expanded to a 1/e2 waist of 1.25 mm using plano-convex lenses and
focused to a 30 µm waist with a 150mm plano-convex lens. We position the FORT beams
with two 5-axis translation stages mounted vertically above and below the chamber. Only
about 16mW of power is available at the location of the cavity, which typically produces
a trap depth at 782.5 nm of 72 µK and a scattering rate of 76 s−1 in the traveling wave
configuration. We estimate the linewidth of this laser to be < 100MHz, which produces a






















783.4 nm T = 28 ms
781.2 nm T = 72 ms
Figure 56: Lifetime of the optical lattice at two different wavelengths. This lattice was
produced with 15 mW of power in each beam focused to a 1/e2 waist of 30 µm.
A figure of merit for evaluating the trapping laser systems described in this chapter is
their trap lifetime. This lifetime sets the timescale over which the cavity QED experiment
can occur. We define the 1/e lifetime of all traps as the value of τ when an exponential
Ae−t/τ is fit to the number of atoms remaining in the trap versus time. For this laser
system, lifetimes vary between 25-72 ms. An example of the losses from this trap is shown
in Fig. 56, where we see a 28 ms lifetime at 783.4 nm and a 72 ms lifetime at 781.2 nm.
We also observe that the trap losses are very sensitive to the wavelength of the trapping
laser, but do not follow the behavior predicted in Fig. 55. On the contrary, we routinely,
though not always, observe the opposite trend. We have purposely selected two such data
sets for Fig. 56 where the wavelength dependence follows the opposite trend, for the trap
with a wavelength closer to resonance actually shows a larger trapping lifetime!
In an attempt to understand more about the nature of these losses, we change the
trapping geometry so that the FORT laser runs horizontal in a plane parallel to the table.
Gravity effects the horizontal trap depth much less than the vertical trap due to the small














Figure 57: A time series of atoms trapped in a horizontal traveling wave trap shows atoms
being “pushed” to the left. The atoms are pushed in the direction of FORT laser beam
propagation.
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allow us to trap atoms with a single traveling wave, thus eliminating complications from an
optical lattice.
Trap lifetime in the horizontal traveling wave geometry was similar to that of the vertical
standing wave. However, we noticed for the first time, that the atoms were being “pushed”
to one side of the trap in the direction of FORT beam propagation. A time series in Fig. 57
shows the movement of the atoms to the left, which was not due to a tilt in the FORT beam.
It appeared that some scattering mechanism was imparting momentum to the atoms.
What we didn’t consider while taking this data (but was later pointed out to us by Prof.
Alex Kuzmich) is that diode lasers have a broad pedestal of emitted wavelengths that can
reach out over many nm [132] in addition to their primary lasing wavelength. An example
of this pedestal is given in Fig. 58. This data was taken using an optical spectrum analyzer
with light from a free running diode tuned to 783.4 nm. The data is normalized such that
the maximum power corresponds to 0 dB.
We notice two striking features about this pedestal. First, even at a primary wavelength
that is 3.2 nm above resonance we still have resonant light at the -40 dB level. This might at
first appear negligible, but in fact leads to a considerable scattering rate. We can estimate








Where Pl is the power in the laser, A is the reduction from 0 dB at the resonant wavelength
(10−4 for -40 dB), B is the resolution bandwidth of the optical spectrum analyzer in nm,
and ∆λγ is the natural linewidth of the atom in nm units (converted at λ = 780 nm).
Inserting this into Eq. 9 yields the appropriate scattering rate. We see that for 783.4 nm
this results in a predicted lifetime of ∼2 ms for -40 dB and ∼20 ms for -50 dB. For 781.2
nm trapping light, we calculate a lifetime of ∼1.3 ms for -33 dB and ∼31 ms for -47 dB.
While both of these calculations appear to underestimate the measured trapping lifetime,
we would like to point out that as the atom is heated in the trap, it will spend less time in
the areas of high intensity and consequently see a reduced scattering rate. This, if included
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in this model, would increase the predicted lifetime.
Second, we note that there is a large oscillation in the amplitude of resonant light versus
wavelength (as seen in Fig. 58 (Bottom)). Although the frequency of the oscillation may
not be correct due to aliasing (observed frequency is about twice the resolution bandwidth
of the optical spectrum analyzer), we nevertheless point out that this oscillation would
explain the observed sensitivity in trapping lifetime to the wavelength.
Indeed, we believe it is this pedestal that causes the poor lifetime in the traps produced
with the free running diode laser. However, it is unlikely that this pedestal could be removed
by filters when the trapping wavelength is only 1-5 nm detuned from atomic resonance. Even
the most narrow of available interference filters typically offer a 3 dB bandwidth of several
nm. However, an optical cavity could serve as a narrow filter, which could be tuned to
eliminate the unwanted light at the resonance frequency. Alternatively, the trapping light
could be passed through a heated, optically dense Rb cell to remove the unwanted resonant
light. These additional experimental complications may make other laser systems, such as
the one described in the next section, more attractive.
6.3 Ti:Sapphire FORT System
For most of the experiments in this thesis, a Schwartz Electro Optics Titan Ti:Sapphire
laser, pumped originally by a 7 watt Coherent Argon-Ion Innova 200 provides dipole trap-
ping light at 850 nm. We extract 1-2 W from this laser, which we then pass through two
optical isolators (46 dB attn. each) and finally couple into a single SMPM optical fiber.
The fiber delivers light to the experiment table where the light is then split into two beams,
passed through separate AOM’s and expanded with a 4.5x telescope. Each beam propa-
gates 2.15 m to a 300 mm achromat where it is focused between the cavity mirrors. Two
adjustment mirrors follow the final focusing lenses to allow positional and angular adjust-
ment of each beam. A PZT stack on one mirror axis allows for fine control of the FORT
position inside the cavity. A maximum of 200 mW can be delivered through the cavity,
which produces a trap depth of 256 µK and a scattering rate of 7 s−1 at a 30 µm waist in























































Figure 58: (Top) The broad spectral pedestal emitted by one of our laser diodes. (Bottom)
Strong fluctuations with a period of ∼0.13 nm make wavelength selection for the FORT
very sensitive.
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coherence length of 15 cm, which required us to make the path length of each arm equal.
The 10 fold increase in power induces considerable heating in the cavity mirrors, leading
to drifting of the cavity resonance frequency during the experiment. This was minimized by
spatial filtering of the beam in the telescope after the AOM’s. Although the beam originates
from an optical fiber, the spatial quality deteriorates inside the AOM, increasing the spot
size of the focused beam inside the cavity. Achromats were selected to minimize spherical
aberrations and extra care is taken while aligning these lenses. Nevertheless, we still observe
considerable heating of the cavity mirrors.
The loading number and trap lifetime with this laser are shown in Fig. 59. We again
observe an exponential decay in the number of atoms with a lifetime of 2.1 s in the trav-
eling wave trap. This represents a thirty-fold improvement compared to the previous laser
system. Unfortunately, this lifetime fell to only 104 ms if measured in the horizontal lattice
configuration.
The difference in lifetimes between the traveling and standing wave configurations gives
clues about the nature of the loss mechanism. The losses probably do not come from
scattering, because this would be similar in both traps. Stiffening the optical components
to reduce pointing instabilities also did not improve the lattice lifetime. If this had improved
the system, it would have been counterintuitive because the trapping frequency along the
propagation axis is typically much higher than acoustic frequencies and we do not observe
such losses in the traveling wave that has frequency components susceptible to acoustic
vibrations.
Other heating mechanisms could be ruled out by observation of the loss rate or by
adjustment of experimental parameters. Thus, the exponential decay in atom number
eliminates the possibility of density dependent losses. Furthermore, we were able to rule
out losses due to photoassociative collisions by tuning the Ti:Sapp’s wavelength over several
nm while observing no significant effect on the lattice lifetime. In [125], the authors show
a graph of losses due to such collisions to be very sensitive to wavelengths around 850 nm.































T = 104 ms





























T = 2082 ms 
850 nm Traveling Wave
Figure 59: Lifetime of the FORT produced by the Ti:Sapp at 200 mW per beam. The top
graph shows the lifetime observed in the horizontal traveling wave configuration, while the


















Figure 60: Two possible configurations of the Ti:Sapphire laser. The ”X” configuration,
shown on top, allows easy alignment and is more robust in daily operation. The ”ring”
configuration lowers the linewidth of the laser and increases its output power.
The most critical improvement of lattice lifetime came from an internal adjustment in the
FORT laser. Our Ti:Sapphire laser can be operated in one of two separate configurations,
shown in Fig. 60. In the ”X” configuration, there is a standing wave inside the laser cavity
which produces a system that is easier to set up and more tolerant to misalignment. In
the “ring” configuration, there is a traveling wave inside the laser cavity which produces
a system with increased output from 1 W to 2 W. Also, we measure a decrease in the
linewidth from ∼2 GHz to ∼70 MHz. A very talented scientist working in the Georgia Tech
Physics department named Mark Kimmel was kind enough to show us how to quickly swing
this unfamiliar laser from the X to the ring configuration. In this configuration, the lifetime

























 = 80 Mhz 1.1783 s
 = 81 Mhz 1.0443 s
 = 82 Mhz 0.9726 s
 = 83 Mhz 0.5714 s
Figure 61: Lifetime dependence on AOM frequency. This data was taken with both AOMs
set to the same frequency so the atoms remained stationary. Beam steering most likely
caused the drop in lifetime.
Despite a tenfold improvement in lattice lifetime, the system was still unable to transport
atoms 1.5 cm down to the cavity and back without the considerable losses seen in Fig. 52. A
reduction in atom number to 1/7 of its original value is observed after transportation in only
250 ms. We investigated these losses by changing the frequencies of both AOMs to several
different values, simulating deflection by the AOMs but holding the lattice stationary to
make lifetime measurements. Although this did lower the lifetime, as seen in Fig. 61, it
was not sufficient to explain the severe losses measured during transport. The decrease in
lifetime observed here is most likely due to reduction in contrast caused by beam steering.
We also made investigations into the power spectrum of the FORT laser. Argon-Ion
pump lasers are notorious for their high frequency intensity fluctuations, which show up as
intensity fluctuations on the output of the Ti:Sapphire. Even though we did not measure
these losses when the trap was stationary, it is possible that the atoms move through a
resonance because the trap frequency changes during the transport process. This would
cause losses via the mechanism described in section 6.1.2. The intensity fluctuations were
thus measured using a high speed low noise power detector (EOT 3020) and a dynamic
signal analyzer (see Fig. 62).
The intensity fluctuations of the Ti:Sapphire were reduced by introducing active inten-
sity regulation. Here, an electro-optic modulator (EOM) in series with a Glan-Thompson
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polarizing beam splitter cube quickly rotates the polarization of the light to adjust the
output intensity. This “noise eater”, a commercially available product from Con-Optics,
reduces the intensity fluctuations by monitoring a portion of the output intensity and ad-
justing the voltage of the electro-optic modulator in a feedback loop with a bandwidth of
5 MHz. The reduction in intensity fluctuations of about 7 dB can be seen in Fig. 62. This
improvement did not change the lattice lifetime, or the losses observed during transport in
any significant fashion.
We were also able to borrow a Verdi-V5 solid state pump laser from Chandra Raman.
These lasers exhibit much less intensity noise than Argon-Ion lasers, particularly at fre-
quencies above 10 kHz. A comparison of this laser with both the regulated and unregulated
Argon-Ion pump is shown in Fig. 62. Although this pump laser did not change the losses
from the transport process, the lifetime in the standing wave did increase to over 2 seconds.
A New Chamber
Measuring the atomic temperature and trap frequencies of the lattice would shed light
on the nature of our transport and heating problems. However, temperature measurement
requires the release of atoms from the trap and imaging during free-expansion, which lowers
the density of the atomic cloud and hence the fluorescent signal. Unfortunately, the cavity
chamber is not designed for imaging of atoms, but rather for signals derived from the cavity
itself. Its imaging port subtends a small solid angle, which made it impossible to collect
enough light for temperature measurements.
We decided to build a new experiment in a new chamber to study the transport process
in greater detail. This chamber has a much larger imaging port, and larger ports for MOT
beams, which allow collection of many more atoms in the MOT [133]. Also, the chamber is
larger and has no contents that would limit the baking temperature. This allows us to bake
the chamber at a higher temperature and achieve a vacuum of below 10−10 Torr. An image
of this chamber is shown in Fig. 63. For accurate comparison with previous measurements,
the size of the FORT beam and the MOT loading and transfer parameters are the same
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Figure 62: Power spectrum for the Ti:Sapphire at 850 nm pumped with the Argon-Ion,
power regulated Argon-Ion, and the Verdi. The spectrum from a grating stabilized diode
laser at 780 nm (the master MOT laser) is shows for comparison. The top graph shows the
spectrum from 0.01 to 6.4 kHz, while the bottom graph shows the spectrum from 0.2 to
100 kHz. In each graph, 0.25 mW is incident upon an EOT 3020 low noise optical detector.
At the bottom of each graph, a calibration curve of the noise floor made prior to each
measurement shows the output of the detector with no light input.
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Figure 63: A schematic of the new chamber shown without optics or MOT coils. The large
imaging ports allow much better optical access for imaging and temperature measurements.
A large conductance to the ion pump increases pumping speed at the center of the chamber.
chamber as a project in our laboratory.
The lifetime of the traveling wave in the new chamber is an impressive 10 s! This is
most likely due to better vacuum achieved through a higher pumping speed, higher bakeout
temperature, inclusion of a Titanium-Sublimation pump, and no foreign objects inside the
chamber (such as a cavity, Torr-Seal epoxy, and pieces of viton.) Also, the combination of a
larger MOT (3-5 ·107 atoms) and better imaging allows us to lower the power in the FORT
beam and investigate the lifetime dependence. We verify that this lifetime does not depend
on the power in the FORT beam (shown in Fig. 64).
We eliminated all unnecessary complications from this system by retro-reflecting the
FORT light with a curved mirror to make a lattice. We also removed the AOMs used to
shift the frequency, which also perturb the spatial beam quality. Once again, the observed
lattice lifetime is measured to be ∼ 1.3 s, similar to that of the old chamber. However, this


















Lifetime of Traveling wave FORT a 230mW


















Lifetime of Traveling wave FORT at 150mW


















Lifetime of Traveling wave FORT at 100mW


















Lifetime of Traveling wave FORT at 41mW
Found to be 10.75 seconds +- .6
Figure 64: Atom number in traveling wave trap versus time for the new chamber. The




















Figure 65: The lifetime of the lattice trap in the new chamber could be observed for up
to ten seconds. We see that this data no longer fits an exponential curve. Approximate
exponential lifetimes are shown for the different sections of the trap.
time observation, temperature measurements, and an evaluation of the trap frequency.
The improved imaging in the new chamber allows us to observe as little as 4000 atoms
in the lattice trap. This extends the useful observation time of the lifetime measurement
to over ten seconds. Fig. 65 shows a graph of the lifetime in this trap. We notice that this
curve is no longer described by a simple exponential. Instead, there appears to be a high
loss rate during the first second, followed by a reduced loss rate from one to ten seconds.
The temperature question could also be answered in the new chamber. We measured
temperatures of the trapped atoms by releasing them from the lattice and allowing them
to free expand. Fig. 66 shows a constant temperature of 67 µK throughout the periods of
varying atomic loss. This data was taken with 360 mW per beam in the lattice, giving a
calculated trap depth of 461 µK. This represents an η = UkbT value of ∼ 6.8.
Returning to Eq. 96, we see that if the temperature and thus the kinetic energy of the
atoms remains constant, there must be an exponential decay in the number of atoms unless
the trap heating is somehow dependent upon the number of atoms:
−N ˙〈Eheat〉(N) = ∂E
∂N
Ṅ (101)
This means that we must have some density dependent losses, although the nature of this
remains a mystery.
The trap frequency is important for characterizing the quality of the atomic conveyor
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Figure 66: The temperature in the lattice is found to be constant throughout regions of
varying atomic loss. The larger error bars at longer times indicate the decrease in SNR
with low atom numbers. The images at the bottom of the graph indicate the quality of the
imaging system in the new chamber. Here, only 20,000 atoms produce enough signal to



















Figure 67: A parametric resonance at 39 kHz reveals that the trap frequency is much lower
than expected.
belt. Indeed, this frequency sets a limit on how fast the atoms can be accelerated. We use
parametric resonance to measure trap frequencies in out FORT. This is done by modulating
the trap depth sinusoidally and recording the losses from the trap caused by the intensity
fluctuations (as shown in section 6.1.2). Though the calculated trap frequency for this
system along the z-axis should be ∼ 350 kHz, we measure a resonance at only 39 kHz. This
frequency is much too low for the axial direction, but also much too high for the radial
direction, which should be 2.2 kHz. This result would most likely indicate that we have
poor contrast in our standing wave. However, we independently measured a contrast over
90% in a Michelson-Morley interferometer where the path length difference was equal or
longer than twice the distance from the center of the trap to the retro-reflecting mirror.
It was at this point when we concluded that there were simply too many unanswered
questions and too many difficulties associated with this laser system. Furthermore, we did
not wish to spend any more time studying a system that was subordinate to our primary
goal. Moreover, the Meschede group had reported transportation of single atoms with great
precision and high transportation efficiency using a Nd:YAG laser system [104]. Although
the Nd:YAGs larger detuning (1064 nm versus 850 nm) offers a lower scattering rate, the
thought of focusing the necessary 1.5 W through a 75 µm slit between mirrors that must
be stabilized to femtometers was not particularly inviting. We thus decided on a different
solid state laser system that is described in detail in the next section.
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6.4 Twin TA FORT System
The final FORT laser system consists of an extended cavity diode laser at 850 nm and two
tapered amplifiers (TA) (Toptica TA-100). We split 30 mW from the diode laser and shift
it 80 MHz with two AOM’s. It is then injected into the TA’s which can output 500mW each
with a seed power of 15 mW. An optical isolator prevents light from feeding back to the TAs
in our standing wave configuration. Laser line filters (Omega Optical XL19) placed after
the isolators suppress the diode pedestal background by > 60dB at the D1 and D2 lines.
Optics after these filters are identical to those described in the previous section, including
the spatial filters, focusing lenses, and adjustment mirrors. Approximately 250 mW per
beam can be delivered to the center of the chamber, giving a trap depth of 320 µK and a
scattering rate of 9 s−1 in the lattice configuration. This system has been tested with and
without fibers inserted after the tapered amplifiers each producing identical results.
The placement of the AOMs before the TA’s guarantee that the beam steering would
not be a problem because the spatial mode coming out of the TA’s is independent of the
input beam. Instead, steering of the input beams by the AOMs simply changes the coupling
and thus the output power of the TA’s, but this amounts to less than 3% because of the
close proximity to the modulators. Also, because optical fibers can be placed after the TA’s,
we expect a better spatial quality at the focus and thus less mirror heating.
In addition to the new laser system, we chose to build a third vacuum chamber. This
vacuum chamber had a large imaging port like its predecessor, but with a main chamber
that was only five inches off the optics table. This would ensure that we could avoid
acrobatic optical setups, which might have induced pointing instabilities into the system.
Huge MOT coils, necessary for the geometry of the chamber, could produce a magnetic
field gradient that was strong enough to trap against gravity. This chamber also had a
new “getter” source of Rb atoms. This consisted of a wire doped with Rb that would emit
when conducting a nominal current. The getter source seems to perform well only when it
is in immediate proximity to and directed at the location of the MOT. A schematic of the
vacuum chamber and optics setup is shown in Fig. 69.





























Figure 68: A schematic of the dual tapered amplifier FORT laser system. AP-Anamorphic
Prism, OI-Optical Isolator, CS-Cesium Vapor Cell, FP-Scanning Fabry-Perot Interferome-











f = 300 mm
f = 150 mm
f = 35 mm
Figure 69: A schematic of the optical transport system with light from the TAs delivered
in optical fibers.
atom number of 5 − 9 · 107 and a vacuum limited lifetime of >22 s. We measured the
lifetime by producing the lab’s first 3D magnetic trap (recall that the storage ring was a
2D magnetic guide). If the MOT coils in a chamber can produce the required magnetic
field gradient, the magnetic trap allows for simple measurement of the upper limit on the
vacuum limited lifetime.
The lifetime results in the new chamber were very positive. Fig. 70 shows a 19.5 s
lifetime for the traveling wave and 5.5 s for the standing wave. This data was taken by
summing the fluorescent signal from a 200 µs exposure for all atoms trapped in the FORT.
Without the laser line filters centered at 850 nm, the lifetime in both configurations drops
to only 0.5 s. We have measured the diode pedestal from the TA’s at 780 nm to be at the
-67 dB level using an optical spectrum analyzer with a 0.06 nm bandwidth. This would
explain the drop in lifetime due to the scattering rate calculated from equation 100.



















Lifetime traveling 19.5 s
lifetime lattice 5.5 s
Figure 70: The lifetime in traveling and standing wave configurations with the TA system.
current. In particular, there are mode-hop free regions in the current setting that corre-
spond to different lifetimes. Each of these regions is typically characterized by a certain
wavelength and the regions differ in wavelength by ∼ 0.015 nm in our system. It is well
known that diode lasers exhibit a hysteresis with respect to adjustments of the drive current.
Hysteresis causes some of the regions to overlap, so that two different lifetimes can corre-
spond to the same current setting. This indicates that the lifetime dependency is probably
not due to electronic noise in the current controller. Furthermore, the different lifetimes all
correspond to single mode operation of the diode laser, measured by observing the trans-
mission peaks on a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer. We also cannot currently correlate
the lifetime dependence to any change in the laser’s linewidth, although we note that the
linewidth of the Fabry-Perot interferometer at 850 nm corresponds to > 30 MHz, which
is presumably much larger than the linewidth of the diode laser. Finally we note that we
have also observed different lifetimes with vastly different current settings, but having the
same wavelength. Even though this last comment seems to indicate that this effect is not
wavelength dependant, we nevertheless give the “magic” wavelength here which produces
the longest lifetimes and best transportation results (852.269 nm).
The atomic conveyor results were also very good. We simulated ”quantum gate oper-
ations” by transporting atoms over a distance of 5 mm, where the next generation cavity
would be located. We then moved the chain of occupied lattice sites back and forth over
a distance of 115 µm. A time series of images spaced 5 ms apart shows the transport of
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these atoms in Fig. 74. Here, a 1 ms exposure illuminates 200,000 atoms transported by
the conveyor at 250 mW of FORT power and 852 nm. The oscillations at the end of this
transport simulate introducing a chain of six individually addressable atoms into the cavity
mode sixty times, or 360 single-bit operations. Of course, we did not have a cavity and the
average occupation in each lattice site is 85 atoms. However, the losses of less than 2% of
the total atom number during this process pose a very promising starting point for future
experiments.
We measure the maximum transport distance of the atoms by moving at a constant
velocity to a distance d, then reversing this velocity and returning to the atoms to the
original position. The number of atoms remaining in the trap versus d is shown in Fig. 72.
Each data point represents an average from 20 measurements. For this measurement, the
power in the FORT beam is 250 mW. The probability to successfully transport atoms drops
quickly after 8 mm. If the power is reduced to 200 mW, this value does not change. However,
below 200 mW per beam, the maximum distance is reduced. We expect a fundamental limit
in maximum transport distance where gravity reduces the trap depth to 0. The trap depth






w(d)2 + mgr (102)
Where U0 is the trap depth at the focus, and r is the radial distance from the optical axis.
We have chosen the direction of r to be vertical. The waist w depends on the axial distance
d from the center of the trap as:
w = w0
√
1 + (d/dr)2 (103)
Where dr is the rayleigh range of the FORT beam. A plot of this potential with the inclusion
of gravity is shown in Fig. 73. We see that at 15 µm the FORT can no longer support
atoms against gravity. Our observed limit of 8 mm is lower than this calculated limit, but














Figure 71: An image series of the atoms as they are transported over 5 mm, they then
oscillate 60 times over a distance of 115 µm. The small oscillation can not be seen due
to aliasing and imaging resolution. The images are spaced 5 ms apart. This was done to
















Total Transport Distance (mm)
Figure 72: Probability to transport over a specified distance. Here, we transport the atomic
cloud a known distance, return it to its original location and image the remaining atoms in
the cloud.
temperature in the lattice so even the reduction in trap depth at 8 mm could be sufficient
to reduce the transport probability.
We have also overcome the severe acceleration limit of the Ti:Sapphire transport system.
Previously, we were limited to small accelerations (< 4g), which, when combined with our
small transport lifetime, forced us chose a compromise between two loss mechanisms. Since
we have made improvement in both of these mechanisms, we can now apply fast oscillations
with large amplitudes as shown in Fig. 74. This would be necessary for example, to rapidly
shuttle atoms between two optical cavities. Accelerations of up to 300 m/s are measured
with very low losses. This value is limited by the bandwidth of the frequency modulation
in our RF signal generator.
6.5 Summary of Atomic Positioning Experiment
We saw in chapter five, that a key limiting factor in the cavity system is the optical transport
system. We have conducted an extensive study of the trapping characteristics of three
different laser systems. The free-running diode system is found to resonantly excite the
trapped atoms due to its broad pedestal of emitted wavelengths. The Ti:Sapphire system

































Figure 73: A theoretical plot of the trap depth of the lattice as modified by gravity. This
was calculated for our experimental parameters of 250 mW per beam and a 30 µm waist.
Trap depth is severely reduced at 12-15 mm from the focus.
spite of its observed losses during atomic transportation. The trap from this laser was
found to have lower frequencies than expected, limiting both the acceleration and total
travel distance of the atoms. Most recently, we employ a very successful tapered amplifier
trapping system that offers a long lifetime and positional range. This system proves to be
a very promising solution towards complete motional control of atoms in cavity QED.
6.6 Future Directions
There are many areas of improvement in this first generation experiment, a number of which
are currently being implemented in the lab. We observe the need for a combination of higher
rigidity and better damping for the cavity mount, as well as a reduction in the necessary
drive voltage for the PZT active length stabilization. An imaging system capable of detect-
ing single atoms should be constructed to provide overlap with detection through the cavity
response. Also, the aforementioned off-resonant locking system should be made robust, to
eliminate uncertainty during experimental runs. Finally, phase coherent generation of two
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2.5 mm
Figure 74: An image series shows many oscillations of the atoms in the optical conveyor.
There is a 1 ms delay between each image.
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different RF frequencies should be improved.
We have recently completed construction of a new cavity mount with improved rigidity.
This mount is 5 cm long and made of a rectangular piece of solid oxygen-free copper that
weighs 180 g (shown in Fig. 75). Springs, mounted in deep holes that run to the top of
the mount, provide a suspension system with a frequency of νs = 7 Hz. These holes lower
the frequency via Eq. 72 by allowing larger extension of the springs into the mount’s main
body. A large cylindrical hole through the center of the mount allows FORT access in the
horizontal direction. This hole narrows near the cavity so there is sufficient support for the
PZT that controls the cavity length.
Additionally, a new cavity has been constructed. A summary of the cavity design
parameters is given below:
l = 225 µm
r = 5 cm
κ = 2π · 0.85 · 106 rad/s
F = 400, 000




The cavity length was chosen to avoid length fluctuations due to FORT laser heating.
However, the increase in length narrows the linewidth of the cavity to κ = 0.85 MHz.
We have locked the cavity to the resonant transition in 87Rb, but there are frequency
components in the transmission intensity that indicate fluctuations in the coupling between
the probe laser and the cavity (shown in Fig. 76). A similar measurement of the laser
frequency noise in the saturated absorption signal of 87Rb shows that the main three peaks








Figure 75: The top illustration shows the new cavity mount design. Springs inside the
copper body provide vibration isolation, while the large footprint ratio increases rigidity.
Holes drilled in the copper allow for access of the FORT beam and a PZT mounted on
one end provides length control for the cavity mirrors. At the bottom are images of the
completed mount and cavity construction. The image on the lower right shows the details
of the cavity.
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constructed to meet new linewidth requirements and reduce these noise fluctuations to a
minimum.
A new imaging system with a large numerical aperture should be constructed so that
we can independently verify the transportation of single atoms into the cavity. To this
extent, we have designed a new glass cell vacuum chamber, also shown in Fig. 75, allowing
superb optical access to the atoms in the FORT. The problem of scatter inside the walls of
this glass cell must be reduced with spatial filtering or a new illumination geometry. One
possibility is to couple red detuned near resonant light into the same fiber that delivers the
FORT beam. This light scatters very little because it only contacts the glass far outside
the imaging area. A dichroic mirror, reflecting 850 nm light, but passing 780 nm could
be used to block the very intense FORT beam, while allowing imaging of the fluorescing
atoms. Direct imaging of the atoms inside the cavity will not be possible due to the small
solid angle defined by the cavity mirrors.
A new off-resonant locking system should be made to lock well within the cavity’s
linewidth and for long periods of time. The latter point is very important because this
experiment involves many complex nontrivial systems that must all simultaneously function
for successful implementation of the proposed quantum computing scheme. Even with a low
failure probability rate per system pf , the success decreases exponentially with the number
n of these systems:
Ps = (1− pf )n (105)
This simple argument is indeed very powerful. We see that as the number of systems in-
creases (we count 17 independent systems in our current setup) they must become extremely
reliable. Furthermore, the diagnostics of one system can easily hinge upon results from an-
other, cascading failures through the experiment and coupling the failure rates. This new
locking technique is a perfect example of a complex system that must be made reliable to
accelerate progress in other areas.










Figure 76: The transmission noise on the new cavity when locked is principally due to noise
on the cavity laser.
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AOMs. These AOMs must be driven with two phase coherent signals of different frequency.
Furthermore, this difference frequency must be quickly and accurately adjusted over 1-3
MHz in less than 1 ms. Our current system can provide the necessary tuning range, but is
limited by the input modulation bandwidth of the HP signal generator. We also measure
phase noise in the beat signal between the two RF outputs as reported in [104]. It would
be most desirable to obtain a signal generator that could be programmed in situ to perform
a frequency ramp (this can be done with extremely low phase noise) that can be triggered
by an external TTL input. Communications with Agilent Technologies lead us to believe
that the HP / Agilent 83751A/B Synthesized Microwave Sweeper will perform programmed
frequency ramps with low noise. However, this is a very expensive piece of equipment, and







CW Continuous Wave (Refers to steady state operation, typically of
lasers, rather than pulsed operation)
EOM Electro Optic Modulator
FORT Far Off Resonant Trap
FM Frequency Modulation
FSR Free Spectral Range
FWHM Full Width Half Max
HWHM Half Width Half Max
IGBT Integrated Gate Bipolar Transistor





PZT Piezo-Electric Transducer (actually the acronym PZT comes from
the crystal: Lead (Pb), Ziroconate (Z),
Titanate (T) used in the transducer)
RF Radio Frequency. In this thesis, RF refers to frequencies above 5 MHz
but below 10 GHz.
SA Saturated Absorption
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